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In recent years, the evolution of the communications sector has shown a
more pronounced shift towards the technological and market convergence of the
telecommunications and media industries. Although they are still separated in
certain aspects, the telecommunications and media markets appear to be under
intense pressure to integrate and this will have an impact along the entire
communications sector value chain. The landscape is progressively adopting the
features of an increasingly complex and structured digital ecosystem, with
relations and exchanges between network operators, service providers and
audiovisual content producers, in which new economic players, such as the
global internet companies, or so-called "Over the Top" companies make their
presence felt.1
In this respect, the continuing decline of the telecommunications sector in
the European Union, which has registered an overall negative growth of -1.9%,
can be explained by the fact that the value tends to shift towards internet
services with added value - in particular, those instrumental to the development
of the “mobile everywhere” model which requires 4G networks such as LTE,
cloud services and big data storage. In addition, European companies seem to
find it difficult to achieve success in these emerging markets, where, however,
the new colossi of the digital ecosystem (including Apple, Google, Amazon,
Microsoft and Facebook) are increasingly directing their investments . This
situation is countered in Europe by the continuous recovery of the television
sector (+4.1%) and the media sector, albeit with slowing growth. This reflects
on the total revenues in the communications sector (TLC+TV) which, in 2011,
were estimated at € 390 billion showing, a slight recovery on 2010 (with an
increase of 0.25%).
In the European digital ecosystem, the results achieved by data
processing services are worthy of note: according to estimates in the 2012
DigiWorld Report, in the last year, sales increased by 2.9%, representing an
important source of value creation in Europe, with total annual revenues of
approximately € 239 billion in 2011.
The development of the terminals market, representing a driving force for
the increase in mobile data services, now widely used for audiovisual content, is
closely linked to the growth of on-line services. A common trend in European
markets, and those in the rest of the world, is the increase in internet traffic
generated by terminals other than PCs. The estimates for 2015 indicate that, at
global level, internet traffic generated by these devices is set to grow by 101%
for “connected TV” devices, 216% for tablets, 144% for smartphones and 258%
for m2m (machine to machine) devices.

1

The features of this digital ecosystem, and its value chain, have been the subject of
numerous studies and a single definition hasn't yet been found, although,– as already
analysed in the 2011 Annual Report (chap. 1),– the pillars are represented by
telecommunications, radio-television and the press, and by the internet, together with
other sectors starting with the ICT manufacturing industry, including hardware and
software products. The quantitative data given below, which characterises the entire
digital ecosystem, refers to the telecommunications and television sector, contextualised in
wider lines according to trend.
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At present, the penetration of smartphones in Europe is constantly
growing and, although lower than the United States, it is associated with
interesting competitive developments considering that the use of Google's
Android operating system in 2011 equalled, and in some cases exceeded,
Apple's iPhone operating system (Cisco 2012 data). Also in the tablets sector,
Apple's iPad is losing its supremacy. The 2012 Idate Report shows that the
development of these markets drove the growth rate of mobile data services in
2011 which continued to increase at a higher rate than the previous year, for
the whole of Europe (+14.2% in 2011 against +12.4% in 2010)2.
The data comes from the increase in traffic volumes generated as well as
to the increasing use of these new terminals. The projections drawn up by the
Cisco company (Cisco visual networking index Global Mobile Data Forecast
Update 2011-2016) indicate for 2011 a total volume of approximately 247
exabytes of data transmitted via fixed IP networks and 7,164 petabytes for
mobile networks. Furthermore, in the next 5 years, the mobile traffic will grow
at an annual compound rate of 83% in Central and Eastern Europe and 68% in
Western Europe. The increase in traffic therefore seems to be linked to the
penetration rate of the new terminals (smartphones, tablets, smart-TVs) which
allow, in some cases, for the integrated use of audiovisual content via the web
and the television networks. In 2011, for that matter, the widespread use of
television services which registered the greatest increase (+22.9%) was the
integrated IP TV platform which, at the moment, represents the primary mode
of TV access for 19.6 million users living in Europe, of which 7.5 million are in
France alone. Yet again, the development prospects for the European markets
can be found in the central nature adopted by the processes for integration
between the TLC and TV services, on one side, and the software and IT industry,
on the other.
Circumscribing the analysis of the telecommunications sector, in contrast
with the encouraging prospects for the market segment linked to mobile data
traffic, a continuing decrease in annual sales can be seen. In Europe, revenues
for 2011 in the TLC sector are estimated at € 301.4 billion (see Figure 1.1) with
a loss compared to 2010 of 0.8% linked above all to the reduction in revenues
from the fixed telephony sector equal to 7.6%. The same increase in the
revenues from mobile telephony (0.9%) and the data compartment (2.6%) –
estimated, respectively, at € 161 billion and € 71 billion – must be weighted,
considering that in percentage terms it is a lower increase than the previous
years (see Figure 1.2).
The decrease in revenues from voice traffic in fact appears to be a
common trend, albeit different, to the fixed and mobile network services, due to
changes in the communication methods created by the spread of voice services
on IP.

2

The source of the data in this section, unless otherwise specified, is Idate. However, the
data given in this section, as far as it is consistent with the data contained in the preceding
annual report, cannot be compared with the latter. In fact, because of the diverse sources,
the EUR/USD exchange rates, and the basis of the estimates (according to budget or final
balance), some data presented is not perfectly aligned with those given in the 2011 Annual
Report.
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Figure 1.1. The TLC services in Europe - TLC revenues according to type of
technology (2011, in %)
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In the mobile sector, however, the effect of compensating the losses in
revenues from voice traffic caused by the increase in the mobile data services
seems less in the more mature European markets, i.e. in the EU member states,
compared to the rest of the European continent.

Figure 1.2. TLC services in Europe - % change in revenues (2008-2011)
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The number of users subscribed to telecommunications services in Europe,
in 2011, is equal to 1,504 million (about 30 million more than the preceding
year). Of these, 213 million are subscribers to broadband and ultra broadband
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services (an increase of 3.6%), there are 1,031 million SIMs active (an increase
of 3.5 %), while there are 260 million users of fixed telephony users (a decrease
of 4.7%) (see Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3. The TLC services in Europe - users according to type of technology
(2011, in %)
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As in 2010 and 2009, the ARPU has decreased, both at sector level and for
the single segments (see Figure 1.4): the internet compartment has remained
the highest profitability per customer (about € 10 more than the monthly ARPU),
followed by the fixed telephony segment (about € 22 a month) and by the
mobile sector (€ 13 a month).

Figure 1.4. TLC services in Europe - monthly ARPU (2010-2011, Euro)
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Unlike the telecommunications compartment, annual sales from the
television sector have increased by 4.1% in the last year in Europe. In absolute
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terms, the television sector registered € 89 billion in 2011, with an increase of €
4 billion compared to the previous year, due to a large extent to the increase in
the last year in revenues from paid services (+6%) and in advertising revenues
(+4%) (see Figure 1.5).
The European market, where in any case an important share of revenues
continues to come from public income (such as the licence fee), is in fact subject
to progressive change regarding the structure of the revenues, with growing
importance of those deriving from the provision of paid audiovisual services,
which has now become a main source of financing for the sector. In 2011,
revenues from the financing of the public radio-television service reached a total
value of € 20.9 billion, against € 35.3 billion from pay services and € 31.6 from
advertising.

Figure 1.5. TV services in Europe - Revenues according to type(2011, in %)
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The European pay-TV market registered an increase of approximately
16% in the number of users in the period 2008-2011.
Although there is a generalised increase in income from paid services,
substantial differences remain between the major national markets of the
European Union. In Germany and Spain, public financing is greater than the
other sources of income, although in the Federal Republic of Germany the
difference is minimum since the three sources of income are almost the same
(more than € 4 billion for each type of revenue). In Great Britain and France the
income from pay-TV subscriptions are substantially prevalent (in both countries
they are around € 6 billion and represent twice as much as the income from
public financing), while in Italy advertising revenues have a greater weight than
the other income sources.
In 2011 the number of television users (TV households) in Europe
amounted to 281 million, of which 55 million receive the digital terrestrial signal,
35 million have access to the analogue platform, 89 million to the satellite
platforms (free or paid), 83 million households are cable TV users and about 20
million are IPTV users. The total annual increase rate in users reached by the
digital signal is 10%.
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The distribution of the diverse broadcasting technologies is, however,
different between the various member states of the European Union (see Figure
1.6). The situation in the various European Countries is highly differentiated. In
the United Kingdom, for example, the main broadcasting mode is satellite
(44.5%), while the terrestrial platform is used by 40% of households and the
cable offer by about 15%. In Germany, the terrestrial mode regards little more
than 6% of households, compared to 40% of access by means of satellite
platforms and 48.1% are cable TV users, which is the main transmission
technology in the German market. In Spain, as in Italy, however, TV reaches
users mainly by means of DTT (Digital Terrestrial Television) technology. Lastly,
IPTV accounts for less than 10% in all the main EU countries, except for France,
which is among the major European markets for this technology.

Figure 1.6. TV services in Europe - TV households per country and technology
(2011 in %)
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For that matter, Idate's World Television Market report (2012) shows the
ratio between cable access and the number of pay-TV households in Europe. In
fact, cable TV is the main access platform for pay services which, in all European
countries as a whole, has reached 164 million subscribers, with an increase of
4.1% in 2011 alone. Since in most European markets the main challenge in the
upcoming years, particularly as regards pay-TV, is not the extension of the
territorial coverage of the signal, but rather the capacity to enlarge, on one
hand, the offer of new interactive services with added value and, on the other,
to attract new customers, the most interesting innovations which have appeared
on the market in recent years regard the integration between television and the
internet, such as the supply of triple play offers (including voice, internet and
television service) and the more evolved services, namely Pay Per View (PPV),
Video on Demand (VoD), and high definition programmes (which require HDTV
appliances).
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To this regard, it is interesting to note that the use of audiovisual content
via the internet already represents 40% of the IP traffic generated by
consumers, which, for that matter, does not include the traffic relative to the
exchange of video files with p2p services. The total figure of traffic relative to
video exchange by means of file sharing techniques with other forms of on-line
audiovisual media services (TV, VoD, on-line video streaming) is destined to
reach 90% of global consumers of internet traffic in 2015 (Cisco estimate). In
2010, the use of audiovisual media services by means of television sets (smart
or connected TVs) represented 7%, but there is a sustained increase in the
demand from users, 20% of whom already have a television set equipped with
an internet connection (source: Strategy Analytics, March 2012). Although the
tendency to use the web, above all for high VoD services in high definition, is
higher in the USA than in Europe, the convergence between TV and the internet
represents a reality in several European markets: in the United Kingdom, for
example, the Zeebox application, which allows the user to link up with the main
social networks (Facebook and Twitter) via the television screen while watching
television programmes, has had a discreet success. The internet colossus,
Google, has also announced, also in the United Kingdom, the launch of a new
smart TV service.
The changes briefly described above can be linked to certain trends noted
in the last year in the advertising market. In Europe, the overall growth of the
advertising market in the entire media sector was 3.2% in 2011 with a value in
absolute terms of € 88.1 billion. However, while the increase in advertising
revenues in the television sector is in line with the average figure (+3.6%), the
revenues of advertising on the internet have shown a much higher increase, of
13.6%. In the future, these dynamics may alter the current percentages of
advertising in the media sector which, at present, are mainly concentrated in the
traditional sectors, such as the press (39%) and television (37.1%), while radio
already absorbs a lower quota than the internet (around 5.6%).
The trends of the digital ecosystem in Europe – to a great extent in line
with those registered at the world level (see Focus 1) – represent the framework
in which public action moves for which, in virtue of the market integration and
industrial aggregation processes of the diverse activities of which the production
chain is composed, the European dimension is the context of reference for
exercising regulatory and surveillance functions. In this sense, the main topics
which have fed international debate regarding the digital ecosystem and the
relative policy actions are presented below in this chapter, the developments of
which guide the Authority's activities, illustrated in detail in the successive
chapters.

FOCUS 1 – The digital ecosystem in the world
Also in 2011, in substantial continuance of the trends already noted the year before,
the anti-cyclical trend of the digital ecosystem is confirmed, which, in spite of the
continuing world crisis, has increased its revenues: in fact, considering both the
telecommunications and the television sectors together, the total income in 2011
reached approximately € 1,500 billion (see Figure 1.7), with a differential of +4%
compared to 2010. Therefore, the telecommunications and the television sector as a
whole shows a higher capacity to resist the global financial crisis than other segments:
it is to be noted that both electronic communications markets (both that of personal
media and that of mass media) contribute to the growth of the sector, albeit to
different extents (respectively 3% and 5%), in substantial confirmation of the
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particular nature of the digital world. For that matter, since the technological
investments of a convergent nature reflect on the economic level, it is clear that the
dynamics of one segment – media or TLC – also reflect on the other. For example,
there is a positive relationship between investments in broadband and revenues from
the IPTV sector. Thus, the growing demand for smartphones, tablets and digital
content is further stimulated by a wide and varied offer of communication services and
audiovisual applications.
Figure 1.7. The digital ecosystem in the world (2011, € billions)

Source: processed by the Authorities on Idate estimates
Given this situation, another type of analysis can be proposed: that of the digital
ecosystem in its two main sectors.
Telecommunications
In 2011 the TLC sector (see Figure 1.8) reached sales of approximately € 1,105 billion,
with a user catchment basin of 7,791 million lines, which carried a traffic of around 119
exabytes on the Network.
Figure 1.8. TLC services in the world – Revenues, users and traffic (2011, in %)

Source: processed by the Authorities on Idate and Cisco estimates
With regard to revenues, it can be noted that of the total income of € 1,105 billion for
the entire TLC sector, the larger part (58%) is accounted for by the mobile component,
with about € 640 billion, while for the fixed network the data component (€ 228 billion)
has almost equalled the voice component (€ 238 billion). For that matter, for several
years now (see Table 1.1), at the world level, there has been growth in mobile
telephony revenues (+6% in the last year alone), which manages to compensate the
fixed telephony losses (-6% compared to 2010). For the Internet component, although
still showing positive growth rates (+5% in 2011), the differential in revenues is
slowing down (+8% in 2008).
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Table 1.1. TLC services in the world – Change in revenues (2008-2011)
2008
2009
2010
2011
Fixed telephony
-4.2%
-7.1%
-6.5%
-5.7%
Mobile telephony
6.8%
4.1%
5.3%
6.2%
Internet and data
8.4%
5.5%
5.4%
5.2%
TLC media sector
3.7%
1.2%
2.3%
3.2%
Source: processed by the Authorities on Idate data
With reference to users, however, the total figure depends on the enormous catchment
basin of mobile users (about 6 billion SIMs), while the voice and data lines are around
one billion units (1.089 billion and 0.715 billion respectively). Furthermore, analysing
user dynamics (see Table 1.2), it can be seen that the mobile component registers
positive growth (+22% in 2008, +15% in 2009, +16% in 2010, +14% in 2011), while
the total for fixed telephony voice and data access lines has been substantially constant
in the last three years: in fact, there has been a process of substituting traditional
narrowband accesses (i.e. voice lines) with broadband accesses (i.e. data lines), as is
shown by the diverse annual variations, which are negative in the first case (more than
-1% a year) and positive in the second case (at least +8% every year).
Table 1.2. TLC services in the world – Change in users (2008-2011)
2008
2009
2010
2011
Voice lines

-1.0%

-4.2%

-2.6%

-2.0%

SIMs

22.4%

15.2%

16.1%

13.7%

Data lines

9.9%

8.6%

7.6%

9.3%

TLC media sector
13.0%
10.5%
11.9%
10.8%
Source: processed by the Authorities on Idate data
Lastly, with regard to Internet traffic, according to Cisco's estimates, the total volume
of information transmitted by retail users of fixed and mobile networks was over 100
exabytes in 2011. This figure, among other things, does not include the burdensome
(in terms of bits) video content, whether they are managed (IPTV, VoD, etc.) or
unmanaged (YouTube, Hulu, etc.). Furthermore, it can be noted that in 2011 the
traditional web services (sites, mail, etc.) represent a minority portion of the traffic
(30%) compared to the other communication services (video calls, messaging, etc.)
and the other activities on the Internet (gaming, sharing, etc.), and this is why some
authors have spoken of the so-called “death of the web”, a concept referred to by
several parties in the debate between an “open network” and a “fragmented internet”.
In fact, although in recent years all the diverse types of traffic have generally increased
(see Table 1.3), the growth rate of the http-based services (around 28% in the last few
years) appears, in any case, to be less than that achieved by other services, such as
VoIP and instant messaging, which have reached an annual average of more than
32%.
Table 1.3. TLC services in the world – Change in data traffic (2009-2011)
2009
2010
2011
Calls
33.8%
32.3%
33.0%
Web
28.7%
27.9%
28.1%
Other
24.4%
24.8%
21.1%
TLC media sector
25.8%
25.9%
25.1%
Source: processed by the Authorities on Cisco data
With regard to the investments to guarantee users ultra-broadband coverage, there
are two different trends at the world level. On one side, some countries have adopted
an infrastructure-based solution for ultra-broadband, which is to say that they have
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laid new networks in fibre to guarantee users Internet access of tens of Megabits per
second. On the other, several countries have preferred to adopt signal processing
strategies, in order to transmit greater quantities of information with the same
transmission means (normally copper or cable). This polarisation is clearly evident in
the OECD data, which show countries with similar broadband coverage, such as
Germany and South Korea (both with about 35 users out of 100 with connections of at
least 1 Mbps), but with difference percentages of fibre accesses out of the total, the
former with 1% and the latter with 57% (see Figure 1.9).
Figure 1.9. TLC services in the world – Fibre access (2011, in % of total broadband
accesses)
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Audiovisual
In 2011, the audiovisual sector (see Figure 1.10) had sales of approximately € 325
billion, from around 1,381 billion households with a television set. In the same period,
regarding the data flow generated by Internet users, the volume of video content
transmitted via the IP networks is estimated at approximately 161 exabytes.
Figure 1.10. TV services in the world – Revenues, users and traffic (2011, in %)

Source: processed by the Authorities on Idate and Cisco estimates
More precisely, total revenues grew further in 2011 at the world level and confirm the
definitive success of paid television. Going on to analyse the single sources of revenue,
in fact, there is a prevalence of income from pay-TV (understood as subscriptions and
on-demand content) and from advertising, while the portion from the payment of the
television licence is residual (9%). Furthermore, a dynamic analysis of total world
revenues (see Table 1.4) shows significant increases, in recent years, in the pay-TV
component (always more than 7% on an annual basis), as also for advertising income
(almost 10% in respect of 2008). It can therefore be stated that the business models
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of the audiovisual market are increasingly based on the subscriptions to paid content
and on advertising revenues. For that matter, it can reasonably be maintained that the
increase in revenues from pay-TV is linked, on one side, to the greater offer from the
television producers, now increasingly more inclined to present free programmes –
traditionally financed by licences and advertising income – together with new premium
content; on the other side, it is linked to the new dimension of the user-consumer, who
increasingly prefers a more personalised offer, conforming to his/her own tastes and
preferences, generating a virtuous circle which stimulates new investments by
operators.
Table 1.4. TV services in the world – Change in revenues (2008-2011)
2008
2009
2010
2011
Subscriptions
8.3%
7.0%
9.0%
6.8%
Advertising
2.9%
-5.7%
11.1%
4.6%
Licences
0.5%
4.2%
4.3%
2.3%
TV media sector
5.0%
0.9%
9.4%
5.4%
Source: processed by the Authorities on Idate data
Distinguishing the revenues according to geographic area, the predominance of the
North American market is confirmed, which represents almost 40% of total world
revenues, followed by the European continent and Asia. From 2010 to 2011, the most
consistent percentage increase, as far as concerning total revenues from the
audiovisual sector, was registered in Latin America, with +15%, followed by AfricaMiddle East and Asia, both with +7%. Therefore, as in previous years, the analysis of
the income sources shows higher total revenues in North America and Europe, but
greater growth, between 2010 and 2011, in the areas of the world where revenues are
lower. An analysis which takes into account not only the geographic area, but also the
type of revenues (see Table 1.5), confirms that the trend is that of a greater increase
in incomes from subscriptions (except for the United States and Canada), but at the
same time there is extreme variance between one area and another: for example, in
the South American area and the MEA (Middle East – Africa) area, revenues from
licences are stable, while they are increasing in the Asia-Pacific region and in Europe.
In America revenues from pay-TV have grown considerably in the southern part of the
continent (+27%) and only marginally in the northern part (+2%). Advertising has
increased by almost 5% at the world level, with the extremes represented by Europe
(less than 4%) Asia-Pacific (more than 6%).
Table 1.5. TV services in the world – Revenues according to area and source (2011)
Asia
Latin
North
MEA
Europe
World
Pacific
America America
Subscriptions 15.2%
9.8%
27.2%
2.5%
5.8%
6.8%
Advertising

3.6%

4.6%

Licences
0.0%
3.4%
0.0%
2.0%
1.8%
Source: processed by the Authorities on Idate data

6.1%

6.1%

4.1%

3.9%

2.3%

Another aspect to be considered is the differentiation among users as regards the
diverse platforms used. At the world level user traffic is concentrated above all on cable
(37%) and on the terrestrial analogue platform (all together exceeding 60%), followed
by satellite (22%), while digital terrestrial and IPTV still account for a minority
(together, about 12%). However, a phenomenon to be noted is the progressive
substitution, in all the areas considered, of terrestrial analogue television with digital
terrestrial television (see Table 1.6). At the world level, DTT, as with cable TV, shows
an increase of more than one tenth in households equipped with television sets (+12%
and +10% respectively). The relatively greater increase is that of IPTV, whose user
catchment basin has increased by about 30%. This platform has grown particularly in
Africa and the Middle East (+84%). In Asia-Pacific, however, there has been significant
growth in satellite television (+17%), while in Latin America digital terrestrial users
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have increased by more than one quarter (+25%). Lastly, North American and Europe
are the only two areas where the number of cable TV households has decreased (-2%
and -1% respectively).
Table 1.6. TV services in the world – TV households according to area and platform
(2011)
Asia
Latin
North
MEA
Europe
World
Pacific
America America
Terrestrial analogue -1.7%
-5.9%
-17.5%
-63.0% -20.1%
-7.8%
Digital terrestrial 25.0%

10.4%

25.1%

Satellite

6.7%

17.2%

20.1%

Cable

2.7%

3.3%

6.1%

4.8%

8.3%

12.1%

1.3%

4.2%

10.4%

-2.2%

-1.0%

2.0%

IPTV 84.0%
39.0%
44.0%
24.6% 22.9%
Source: processed by the Authorities on Idate data

29.2%

For that matter, the growth in video traffic on the Internet is not due to IPTV alone:
the video content viewed via the Network now represents the main part of the traffic
consumed by the end users. According to data from the Cisco Visual Networking Index,
video consumption via the Internet in 2011 can be estimated at more than 160
exabytes (i.e. almost half of the entire retail traffic), considering the diverse
components such as short films (for example, those via YouTube) and feature films (via
Hulu) as well as the content acquired by smart-TVs (via Netflix). Observing the growth
dynamics of recent years (see Table 1.7), it is reasonable to expect a progressive
increase in the video component in the next four-year term: in fact Cisco estimates
that in 2015, out of 10 packets broadcast via the Network, more than 6 will contain
audiovisual material.
Table 1.7. TV services in the world – Change in data traffic (2009-2011)
2009
2010
2011
Video
128.0%
86.9%
65.1%
Source: processed by the Authorities on Cisco data

In the last year, the digital ecosystem features therefore growing sales
overall, of about 4% at the world level and 0.25% on the European markets.
This growth has been the result of a general increase in the value of the
audiovisual sector and an increase in the economic resources catalysed by the
telecommunications compartment in the various continents, except Europe (0.8% at the continental level and -1.9% in the European Union). At the same
time, the number of individuals and families who access digital ecosystem
services has grown and, at more sustained rates, the traffic transmitted via
electronic communications networks has also grown, especially that destined to
transport of video content. For that matter, in the coming years, a further
increase is forecast in data traffic transmitted via the various IP infrastructures
and a considerable expansion in the range of on-line applications and services,
as well as the content offered to end users; at the same time, the new digital
services will presumably become established in the consumption plans of users
who demand increasingly higher technical requisites (performance).
In this framework, there is the deployment of a virtuous connectivitycontent process. The production of new content fosters the installation of new
generation networks and, in general terms, justifies the installation from the
economic, technical and social aspects. The greater availability rendered possible
by the installation of broadband and ultra broadband networks in fixed mode (on
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optical fibre support or in copper by means of upgrading the ADSL networks)
and in mobile use (with the extension of the coverage and the power of the
HSPA networks, and above all with the advent of the LTE networks), in turn
favours the use of multimedia content. The production of hardware and software
devices with increasingly advanced performance and functions, accompanies the
process in question. The transformations in progress allow for increasing
efficiency, above all as regards the absence of technological and market
obstacles which are prejudicial to society as a whole.
At the same time, the expansion of the sector, in terms of revenues and
volumes, together with the fact that the diverse compartments –
telecommunications, television and media, and the internet – are increasingly
integrated, call for a reallocation process of the economic resources within the
digital ecosystem. In fact, the digital services consumption habits by end users,
–whether they are individuals, families, companies or public administrations
which use them as intermediation services, – are modified because of the wide
range of choice and the new communication, information and entertainment
needs. This changes the relative value of the diverse digital services and impacts
the relations between the various agents in the value chain.
The telecommunications companies provide the internet access services
and can enrich the portfolio of services offered to end users by the expansion of
the activities allowed by the digital ecosystem; at the same time, they must
sustain higher costs for maintenance and upgrading the infrastructures rendered
necessary by the growth of the traffic volumes deriving from the increases
registered in the connection demand.
The broadcasters and, in general, the television and cinema producers and
the publishers of printed matter, as well as the authors of creative works, find
an opportunity in the digital ecosystem to promote economic activities and to
reach the end users in innovative ways and forms. At the same time, in the
digitalisation of the content they must fact certain risks, since the video, data
and audio offer increases out of all proportion, also in virtue of the low
production (and reproduction) costs, placing pre-constituted positions at risk.
The large internet-based platforms, whose structures depend on advanced
software structures (starting from the research algorithms) and on direct
relations with the consumers, on the other hand represent the companies which,
at present, have a greater capacity to attract new resources towards the digital
ecosystem. The OTT (companies without their own infrastructure and which, in
this sense, act above the networks, hence the term over-the-top) through the IP
network, provide services, content and applications of the media rich type,
based on a strong presence of audiovisual content and they obtain revenue
mainly from the sale of content and services to end users (e.g. in the case of
Apple and its iTunes) and from advertising space, as in the case of Google and
Facebook.
In this framework, the broadcasters and the traditional editors, the
telecommunications operators, and the over-the-top providers compete with
each other in supplying the various services and, increasingly, as already
underlined by experts, represents a competitive scenario between three large
groups, firstly the well known antagonism between Telcos and the OTTs, which
now involves three subjects: Telcos, OTTs and the broadcasters.
In particular, the traditional companies in the electronic communications
sector consider the shift in the competitive balance between all the network
operators, on one side, and the over-the-top service suppliers, on the other, as
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an obstacle to investments in the new networks. The same opinion is held by the
companies operating in the audiovisual sector, to the extent to which the
production of programmes and works of quality and with innovative content
involves the need for considerable monetisation of the investments. In other
words, in the present situation, there is the possibility that a tendency towards
misalignment between income flows, traffic volumes and investments in the
digital ecosystem could slow down the development of a digital services market.
On the other hand, the suppliers of services, content and applications
emphasise that the network infrastructures are a vehicle for access to the
information made available by the content providers and that the ISP revenues
receive a positive impulse from their content, in terms of increasing the demand
for services offered by the telecommunications operators, especially as regards
access to the broadband networks.
The growth prospects linked to the development of new markets for the
services and applications in the digital economy are, in any case, encouraging,
in virtue of the growing volumes of traffic generated by network users and, at
the same time, by the growing demand for band capacity.
In the commercial field, each player has relevant assets on which to lever
the competitive process. The strong points of the telecommunications companies
are based above all on the direct management of the access and signal
transportation networks, as well as the existence of a sales network covering the
entire territory, the direct link with customers and the wide customer base. With
regard to the broadcasters and editors, the quality of the contents and the
expertise in the production of programmes and reports integrated with the
creative content producers sector, as well as the advanced advertising and
sponsorship management systems, through the agencies, represent some of the
strategic factors that can be used in the new competitive context. For the
internet company, the driving force for sales, according to the analysis proposed
by Evans (2005) and Ballon (2009), is their capacity to develop platforms,
rendered available on an international scale, which can facilitate four types of
activities: generically, the meeting between different categories of users (matchmakers), or, more precisely, between advertisers and consumers (audiencemakers), between sellers and buyers (transaction-based businesses) and
between the various companies which operate in the intermediary services
market (shared input platforms). The elements of force derive from two main
elements, namely the availability of advanced software and hardware systems
and the aggregation of a very large number of potential customers.
This involves a need for new business models which can create value
around the supply of internet access and ensure adequate remuneration to the
infrastructure operators in the case of increases in the volumes of traffic
generated; similarly, the broadcasters and, more in general, the editorial
compartment must adapt to the new competitive context, distinguished by the
fact that a number of transmission platforms are used. Possible solutions can be
found in the evolution of the tariff models, in the innovation linked to the
possibility of differentiation in performance levels and, not least, in the
possibility of reaching commercial agreements with the new players of the digital
ecosystem, in respect of the principles of competition and consumer protection
which underlie the idea of an open and neutral internet.
However, this type of scenario in turn presents new challenges, first of all
the guarantee of full inter-operability between the new platforms and the
devices which enable access to the advanced services of the digital economy.
The solution to this paradigm will depend, in primis, on the capacity for
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innovation by the market forces, but at the same time it cannot disregard an
accurate regulatory action in order to foster innovation in services and content,
and the modernisation of the infrastructures, which represent a key element for
the development of an internal demand for digital services.
In such a situation, the action by policy makers –and in particular by the
regulators of the sector – moves, in reality, in the field of the networks, the
services and the platforms, as well as the digital content, providing for the
imposition of detailed technical rules, when necessary, always based on the
promotion of an efficient growth of the digital ecosystem, with constant
attention on the impact of the regulation on users and on the companies.
In particular, at European level, the process for the regulation of the new
generation networks, both wireline and wireless, has progressed in the course of
the last year, and the switch-off of the installations for broadcasting television
signals in digital technique is in the completion phase (see chap. 1.2). The
debate conducted at a public level on the most appropriate methods for
promoting the spread of digital services has intensified, starting from the
opportunity of favouring technological innovation and market evolution,
accompanying the continual progress of the digital ecosystem with public
policies when appropriate: in this sense, the debate hinges on the
implementation of the European Digital Agenda and there has been growing
attention by policy makers, at the international level, on specific topics such as
the forms of funding the NGAN divided among the various operators (coinvestments) or specific services such as cloud computing, on-line payment
systems, especially mobile payments, and in the future the spread of the
Internet of Things (chap. 0). The content and the relative forms of diffusion (e.g.
the connected TV), the protection of the weaker groups of users, such as
children, and the role of the public radio-television service in the new context
dictated by the digital ecosystem represent another aspect on which attention
has been focused (chap. 1.4), also in virtue of the growing dynamics of
convergence which involve the sector – as shown by the continuance of the
works, at international level and in Italy, on the question of the neutrality of the
network and on copyright–, which extend as far as including other sectors such
as the financial and credit system and energy, the so-called inter-sector
convergence (see chap. 1.5).

1.2. The networks
The digitalisation of the radio-television and telecommunication signals
makes the adaptation of the communication infrastructures increasingly more
urgent and necessary, in order to transmit content more efficiently that is now
native digital, i.e. produced directly in digital format. At the same time, the
digital form facilitates, and therefore multiplies, exchange between the various
producers-users. These factors call for the construction and maintenance of
networks with high transmission capacity, in every segment of the
infrastructure.
The need to adapt the infrastructures to the "digital nature" of the content
to be transmitted has dictated, in the communication networks, the increasing
use of packet commutation and, in the information networks, the use of numeric
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type transmission techniques. For that matter, the telecommunications sector
faces the greater demand for capacity by means of a band increase in the access
networks, while in the television sector the expansion has been obtained by,
among other things, the introduction of new compression techniques of the
digital content.
The following paragraphs analyse these trends in more detail, with
particular reference to the three different infrastructures: –fixed broadband
network, mobile broadband network and radio-television – on which the
Authority's works are concentrated, also in view of promoting, in the short and
medium term, new investments in electronic communications networks.

1.2.1. Fixed broadband networks
Also in 2012, the intense regulatory activity has continued, regarding fixed
telecommunications networks and, in particular, the new high capacity access
networks, the so-called Next Generation Access Networks (NGAN). In fact, the
super-fast access of the population to the Internet represents one of the main
points of the European Digital Agenda: the target is to supply an ultra
broadband connection, of at least 30 Mbps, to all users by 2020, and to thus
reach 100% penetration of this service in the European Union population.
The European Commission has recently emphasised the importance of
the investments regarding broadband also (and above all) in a negative
economic situation, as underlined in the Public Consultation on an EU Initiative
to Reduce the Cost of Rolling Out High Speed Communication Infrastructure in
Europe launched on 27 April 2012. The said consultation, which will conclude in
summer, aims to identify the techniques useful for favouring the reduction of
costs for NGAN development and to assess possible savings that can be obtained
in the deployment of the new networks. “In particular, the Commission intends
to explore the methods for reducing the costs linked to civil engineering, such as
excavations on the road network for laying optical fibres, which can represent up
to 80% of the total cost. The Commission maintains that it can reduce the cost
of broadband investments by 25%" (press release IP-12-434_IT of 27 April
last).
At the same time, the operators seek to reduce the costs linked to the
creation of the NGA networks by sharing the investments for the installation of
new infrastructures, contemplating forms of financing shared between the
various companies (co-investments). On this point, the BEREC recently
expressed its opinion (see Co-investment and SMP in NGA networks),
underlining that co-investments have a significant impact both on promoting the
construction of the NGANs and on the corresponding market analyses, since
investment sharing does not allow for the application of either the "single
operator" or the "independent operator" models.
In this scenario, the national regulatory authorities (hereinafter NRA) of
Europe have adopted, in the last two years, diverse instruments aimed at
promoting cost reduction and at fostering investments in new infrastructures. At
the European level, there are two main types of approach: to favour the physical
sharing of the civil works (cable ducts, pipes, fibres, etc.) and to allow virtual
access to the networks by the processing of the signals transmitted by the
same. Obviously these approaches are not reciprocally exclusive, and in several
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companies they are both included in a single strategic design, also because of
the different specific technological features of the infrastructure, such as the
means of transmission, the signal processing techniques, the type of the
network, etc. (see Table 1.8).
For example, in France, the regulatory authority ARCEP deemed it
sufficient to impose passive measures on all operators, which must guarantee
access both to fibres and to cable ducts, while it has not imposed any obligations
regarding wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) or virtual unbundling (VULA).
These choices seemed to be motivated by, among other things, the widespread
use in France of the FTTH architecture, which individually connects each
household (so-called point-to-point). This type of infrastructure, however, is
particularly costly, because of the greater quantity of excavations and civil
works, in rural and lowly populated areas. Therefore the French authority, in
April 2012, submitted to consultation the proposed provision Mise en oeuvre de
l’obligation de complétude des déploiements des réseaux FttH mutualisés pour
l’habitat isolé, which envisages less stringent rules for the coverage obligations
of isolated households. On the contrary, in the United Kingdom, the sector
authority Ofcom preferred to adopt active measures against operators, such as
imposing the supply of VULA and WBA, for instance, while with regard to passive
measures, it has only regulated access to the cable ducts.

Table 1.8. NGA regulations in Europe (2012)

Country
AT
DE
DK
ES
FI
FR
IE
EN
NL
NO
PT
SE
UK
Key:

Passive measures
Active measures
Access to
Access to
Unbundling
WDM
VULA
WBA
fibres
cable ducts



X
X
X










X
X


X
X
X
X



X
X
X


X
X
X
X





X








X
X
X
X


X
X
X
X


X
X
X
X



X
X
X



X
X
X
 Obligation imposed or proposed
X Obligation not contemplated
Source: Cullen International

However, the spread of the NGANs influences not only the access
segment, but more in general the interaction between the diverse network
infrastructures. For example, the new generation networks require commutation
no longer based on the establishment of a circuit but on the transmission of
packets. Therefore, because of the growing importance of the IP protocol in the
NGNs, some regulators – including the Authority (see chap. 3.1.) – have decided
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to deregulate interconnection based on traditional TDM technology and to focus
exclusively on IP technology.
This tendency to increasingly regulate the informational aspects (i.e.
relative to packets rather than to circuits) is also observed in the termination
tariff sector, where some NRAs have proposed tariffs that are no longer timebased (measured in terms of minutes) but rather capacity-based (calculated on
the bits). In Spain, for example, there have been fixed network termination
tariffs based on capacity for some time now, calculated on a bottom-up long run
average incremental cost, according to the European Commission's
recommendations.
All these measures together are aimed at promoting the development of
the fixed mode communication infrastructures, a driving factor for the growth of
the entire digital ecosystem, since subsequent to the convergence processes
between the networks and the spread of the IP protocol, they now represent the
motorways on which the information travels.

1.2.2.

Mobile broadband networks

Within the sphere of mobile telephony, the progressive affirmation of the
fourth generation (4G) technologies continues and, in particular, that of the
Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard, both in continental Europe and at, more in
general, at the world level.
LTE technology, which initially represented a simple refinement of the
third generation (3G) radio access technologies, is officially recognised by the
ITU as being a part of the new mobile radio generation, since it "provides a
substantial level of improvement of performance and capacities in respect of the
initial third generation systems" (see for example, the ITU press release of 6
December 2010). The advantages introduced by the LTE include the spectrum
efficiency (which increases up to 16 bps per Hertz) and the high flexibility that
the adoption of this technology allows in the creation of the relative
infrastructures (heterogeneous deployment).
As regards the offer, at present, according to the data of the Global Mobile
Suppliers Association, about 300 operators active in almost 100 countries use
LTE technologies, albeit sometimes in experimental form. On the basis of the
first experiences recorded at the international level, a ten-fold increase is
estimated in the available connection speed (see Figure 1.11), although the data
are influenced by the specific features of the single localities. The Australian
Telstra, for example, offers LTE connections at around 20 Mbps (against the 2
Mpbs supplied by UMTS), while in the United States Verizon guarantees users a
band capacity equal to 11 Mbps under 4G coverage against about 1 Mbps in 3G.
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Figure 1.11. Mobile broadband networks - Connection speeds

Source: processed on Ookla and Rootmetrics data
As regards the demand, according to a study of the iSuppli research
company, the number of LTE subscribers at the world level will increase fourfold
in 2012, and it is destined to reach 10% of all mobile phone users in 2015.
Furthermore, the availability of faster connections modifies the consumer
patterns of users under 4G coverage: for example, according to ABI Research,
2012 will see a significant growth in unmanaged video-call services, such as
FaceTime, Skype and Fring. The spread of such bandwidth-hungry services also
seems confirmed by some mobile operators: in Sweden, users of TeliaSonera's
4G network increased from an average monthly consumption of 3 Gb to almost
15 Gb.
Within this process, in which the new communication standard is
increasingly widespread, it is therefore possible to identify an element of
discontinuity in respect of 2010: in fact, while the previous two-year term
features regulatory activity (aimed at organising and/or carrying out frequency
assignment procedures), the period 2011-2012 features an intense activity of
mobile operators, aimed at the execution of field tests and at the subsequent
sale of the new technologies. For that matter, it can be noted that the activities
of the NRA are not limited to band assignment procedures, but they continue
intensely, for example, in operations aimed at identifying new forms of spectrum
optimisation.
With specific regard to frequency assignment, the process in Europe
seems to be in a final phase: for the band at 2,600 MHz, the main European
countries completed this phase in 2011, except for Greece, the United Kingdom
and Ireland (see Figure 1.12). However, with regard to the subsequent phase of
the marketing LTE technology services to the end users, it can be observed that
the first countries to conclude the process of the assignment of part of the
spectrum, which was by December 2010, are those in which the companies first
prepared the retail offers based on LTE technology, while the countries which
have licensed certain LTE frequencies in 2011 are those in which the companies
are now engaged on the 4G technology experimentation phase. Today, in fact,
the marketing is prevalent in the North European countries (Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, Finland, Germany, Austria), while LTE roll-out in the other countries is
still at the testing stage. However, it can be observed that the first spectrum
reorganisation phase, albeit necessary, is not sufficient to persuade operators to
make LTE based mobile telephony wholly available. In the Netherlands, the
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auction for the use of the band at 2,600 MHz was concluded in the first half of
2010, but the Dutch operators have not yet made any commercial offers. Vice
versa, in Switzerland, the Swiss company Swisscom, a few months after the
result of the frequency assignment auction (February 2012), launched LTE "pilot
offers" in the tourist areas of Davos, Grindelwald, Gstaad, Leukerbad, Montana,
Saas Fee and St. Moritz/Celerinanel.
Figure 1.12. Mobile broadband networks - 2,600 MHz, assignment (left) and
marketing (right)

Source: processed by the Authority on Cullen International and operators' data

In line with international experiences, the Italian telecommunications
companies are engaged on the creation of the LTE network, with the first
experimentations. In particular, the four mobile operators who were awarded
the LTE frequencies have launched pilot projects for the implementation of
mobile broadband and the marketing of the relative services. TIM, for example,
in the city of Turin, has shown the 4G potential, making available connections
that can reach 90 Mbps in download and more than 30 Mbps in upload, albeit in
dedicated conditions. The Vodafone operator has also chosen the capital of
Piedmont, and in particular the Stadium of Turin, for an LTE trial: the service
has been tested during the main football events by selected groups of
customers, who have had the chance of free access to the super-fast
connections to check performance in the field. Wind, in turn, has announced that
it will collaborate with Huawei, the company which manufactures ICT devices, to
promote the distribution of LTE TDD solutions in seven different regions. Lastly,
H3G has announced the start of 4G technology tests in a dozen provincial
capitals, with initial coverage at 1.8 e 2.6 GHz.
For that matter, an analysis of the state of progress of the construction of
the LTE networks must also take into account the frequency bands used: what is
mentioned above relative to the bands at 2.6 GHz is not necessarily valid for the
other bands available for Long Term Evolution technology, for example the 800
MHz band. Also, several NRAs have emphasised the specific nature of the 800
MHz band. For example, last February Ofcom published the report “LTE
interference into domestic digital television system”, mandated to the
consultancy company Cobham Technical Services, in which the potential impact
of interference of the uplink stage of the LTE standard is assessed (if operating
in the 832-862 MHz band) with the digital terrestrial television receivers (when
transmitted at frequencies below 790 MHz), while Anacom has envisaged
coverage obligations of rural areas in digital divide for the 800 MHz band.
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Therefore, both the assignment process of the NRAs and the operators'
marketing activities are less widespread in Europe in that band (see Figure
1.13).
Figure 1.13. Mobile broadband networks - 800 MHz, assignment (left) and
marketing (right)

Source: processed by the Authority on Cullen International and company data

In the regulatory context, it is worth noting the European Parliament's
recent approval of a common position regarding the Radio Spectrum Policy
Programme (RSPP). In the common position, the possibility is envisaged, inter
alia, of derogating the 800 MHz band assignment process by 1 January 2012,
providing there are no unexpected problems of trans-border frequency
management coordination.
More precisely, at European level, work on the harmonisation and optimal
use of the radio spectrum continues, the efficient use of which is considered an
essential objective for economic growth. For that matter, the importance of a
revision of the use of the frequencies (spectrum inventory) is explicitly indicated
in the RSPP, in order to identify the best bands (included in the 400-6,000 MHz
range) to sustain the mobile connection services, and the Italian authority was
one of the first to recognise this indication, studying the potential positive
impact of frequency regulations and the use of "smart" technologies. Agcom has
in fact launched several initiatives in this regard, including the investigative
analysis of attribution, assignment and use of the radio-electric spectrum,
started up at the beginning of this year. In particular, with resolution n°
707/11/CONS, the Authority has drawn up the executive research project, to be
developed in collaboration with the Ugo Bordoni Foundation, on spectrum
inventory. The project aims "to indicate a methodology for the acquisition of
further information on the effective use of frequencies at national level, in order
to identify suitable actions for increasing, when necessary, knowledge of this
matter, taking into account the information sources available at present (e.g.
the National Frequencies Register)" (see chap. 4.1.3.).
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1.2.3. The television networks
2012 is the year for the final switch-off of analogue broadcasting in almost
all countries of the European Union: in fact, in the last twelve months, several
countries such as France, Slovenia, Austria and Cyprus have completed the
migration process to digital mode, to be soon followed by Italy, the United
Kingdom and Portugal.
Altogether more than 20 European countries have completed the
transition process to the digital terrestrial technology, including Andorra,
Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Latvia, Luxembourg, Malta, Norway, Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland
and Sweden. In the East European countries, however, the switch-off process of
digital technique systems will be completed in the second half of the decade (see
Figure 1.14).
Figure 1.14. The state of the switch-off process in Europe

Source: processed by the Authority on Cullen International data

In particular, the analysis of the installations for broadcasting the digital
terrestrial signal for the European countries with greater penetration of air
television, namely France, Spain, United Kingdom and Italy, reveals almost
100% coverage of the population at the end of 2011.
In France, which completed the switch-off process on 29 November 2011,
the digital terrestrial television signal coverage of the population is more than
97%. The transition in France began in October 2009 with the switch-off of the
Nord Cotentin region and it continued over the following two years, involving
35% of the population in 2010 and the rest of the population in 2011. The
migration process to digital mode was partly favoured by the expansion of the
free television service which has 19 free-to-air channels and which, over the
next few months, will be enlarged by the high definition television channels, for
which the audiovisual market authority (Conseil Supérieur de l’Audiovisuel) has
organised an auction for assigning licences by means of beauty contests.
In Spain, after the completion of the digitalisation process, in 2010, there
is practically total coverage of the DTT signal (over 98%) and a penetration rate
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of more than 80%. Thus an increase can be noticed in the audiences of the free
channels included in the digital terrestrial programming (from 18.5% to 24.6%),
as well as in the number of subscribers to the pay offers (in the first quarter of
2011 there were more than 367 thousand subscriptions to DTT pay offers). In
addition, in the city of Barcelona the experimental phase of the second
generation DVB-T2 standard will allow for a saving in terms of spectrum
efficiency, with the broadcasting of more TV channels transmitted via the same
number of bands, and in terms of energy efficiency, i.e. less antenna
transmission power is required for the same coverage.
In the United Kingdom, while switch-off is pending, schedules for 24
October 2012 with the switch-off of the analogue transmitters in Northern
Ireland, 90% of the population receives the digital signal. According to the data
published by the company no-profit Digital UK, with the completion of the
switch-off in the London area on 18 April last, 12 regions out of 15 have
successfully completed the migration to the new broadcasting technique.
According to the calendar of works, the changeover is scheduled to take place in
the next few months in Kent (May-June), in the North-East (September) and, as
already mentioned, in Northern Ireland with switch-off in the three macro-areas
of Brougher Mountain, Divis and Limavady.
In Italy, the television networks digitalisation process has followed a
consistent acceleration in the last year and is in the final stage. Today, in fact,
almost all Italian families, have a decoder or an integrated television set which
can receive the digital terrestrial signal: more precisely, there are over 22
million "digital families", with an increase of more than 45% in the last two
years. Furthermore, with the decision of the Administrative Court of Lazio which
rejected the claim presented by a local broadcaster regarding lack of respect for
the timing envisaged by the regulation on the assignment of the usage rights,
the works calendar announced by the Ministry of Economic Development at the
end of last year was confirmed (Table 1.9). The changeover will therefore
conclude in July this year with the switch-off of the analogue signal in the
technical areas of Abruzzo and Molise (7-18 May), Puglia and Basilicata (18 May5 June), Calabria and Sicily (4 June - 4 July).
Therefore, from 4 July next, Italian users will receive only the digital
television signal. The Authority's activity gave a substantial contribution to this
result; in recent years it has, on one hand, provided for spectrum planning
identifying the criteria, methods and procedures for assigning the frequencies in
order to favour an ordered and rational changeover to digital mode, in
implementation of the dates scheduled for the final switch off of the analogue
technique transmission infrastructures; on the other hand, it has taken part in
the works of the National Italia Digital Committee and carried out activities in
support of the Ministry, in order to draw up the calendar for the final changeover
to the digital terrestrial television signal, indicating the areas concerned and the
respective deadlines.
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Table 1.9. Analogue systems switch-off calendar
Year
2008

Area

Sem.
II

Area 16 Sardinia

Sem I

Area 2 Aosta Valley
Area 1 West Piedmont

2009

Sem.
II

Area 4 Trentino and Alto Adige (including the Province of Belluno)
Area 12 Lazio
Area 13 Campania

Sem I
2010

2011

2012

Sem.
II
Sem.
II

Sem I

Area 3 East Piedmont and Lombardy (including the Province of Piacenza)
Area 5 Emilia Romagna*
Area 6 Veneto* (including the Provinces of Mantua and Pordenone)
Area 7 Friuli Venezia Giulia
Area 8 Liguria (excluding the Province of La Spezia)
Area 9 Tuscany, Umbria (including the Provinces of La Spezia and Viterbo)
Area 10 Marche
Area 11 Abruzzo and Molise (including the Province of Foggia)
Area 14 Basilicata and Puglia (including the Provinces of Cosenza and
Crotone)

Area 15 Calabria and Sicily
*The switch-off in areas 5 and 6 must be considered part of a joint process.
Source: The Authority

1.3. Services and platforms
The availability of structures in terms of networks and frequency
resources (see chap. 1.2) is closely linked to the spread of digital platforms and
services. In the digital economy, in fact, innovation creates new demand and the
offer of new digital services just as broadband and ultra-broadband connections
represent a driving force in the development of the market as much as users'
willingness to buy ICT services.3 Furthermore, there is wide recognition of the
contribution which, in turn, the spread of new generation networks and services
can give to the growth of the economic system as a whole. For that matter, in
recent months the Authority has referred to the estimates of international
institutions on several occasions, which agree on the positive impact of the
spread of broadband networks and digital services on the GDP.4 In particular,
the Digital Agenda promoted by the European Commission – which aims to
stimulate the growth of a single market based on the fast and super-fast
internet platforms, and on the relative applications, interoperable with each
other, in order to obtain socio-economic advantages for the countries adhering
to the area of the European Union – attributes a key role to the information and
3

The respective introduction of policies to stimulate the offer and the demand is, for that
matter, still a point for debate. This is shown, lastly, by certain initiatives promoted in the
European field jointly by the OECD and the European Union's research structures, such as
the organisation of the Final ICTNET Conference on the Economic Impact of ICT: Policy
Drivers and Economic Evidence (OECD, Paris, 25-26 June 2012)
4
See, for example the Report to the Government and to Parliament entitled “A digital
agenda for Italy”, the Hearing of the Authority Chairman on the topic of “Prospects of the
NGNs in Italy”, and the Presentation to the Budget of the 2005-2012 mandate.
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communication technologies in promoting the use of the platforms, services and
contents based on the use of digital technology, with the ultimate purpose of
reaching the growth targets that Europe has set itself for 2020.
Digitalisation, in fact, represents a new way of intercommunication and
relations with the administrative organisation, public life and private activities.
The administrative action allows for correcting the procedural inefficiencies and
to develop innovative platforms suitable for a country's overall growth,
production and competitiveness, favouring innovation of the public
administration based on a transparent, fast, simple, interconnected and interoperating network capable of understanding citizens' and companies' needs.
There are many factors that influence functioning in both the public and the
private sector.
At the same time, the trends now followed by the telecommunications
sector as regards the development of integrated digital platforms for the
exploitation of audiovisual contents, new generation services on mobile network
(such as m-payment) and advanced applications (M2M) for the Internet of
Things, converge towards a common result: the continuous increase in traffic
volumes transmitted via IP networks. Moreover, the regulatory implications of
this phenomenon are not limited to the need to create optimal conditions for
investments for increasing band capacity on the part of the network operators,
but they must also take into account the competition dynamics that can
influence the development of new generation electronic communication services.
The most evident examples in this present stage of market evolution regard
cloud computing and “big data” services, the development of which is induced
by the explosion of personal and business data, made available to users on the
electronic communication networks. The combination between available large
quantities of data and technologies that allow for processing them in a
structured or de-structured manner in fact represents the main factor of
innovation in the markets linked to metadata management. Another sector in
strong expansion, in terms of both users and sales, is that of on-line gaming and
betting. However, also in these markets, the over-the-top internet companies
are present, which through the so-called “big data” services use the information
placed on the electronic communication networks for the supply of advanced
research engines, automatic translation, image recognition, which services – in
turn – ensure the acquisition of information used to optimise the exploitation of
advertising spaces or tariffs (for example, Google's ‘CheckOut’ or the ‘Facebook
Credits’ systems). In this context, therefore, the capacity of the traditional
companies of the TLC compartment to compete with the internet companies
which are also appearing on these new platform and services markets will be
decisive in favouring a new balance of the distribution of value within the digital
ecosystem.
In this situation, during the last year, some of the topics – in the digital
field – which have attracted growing attention on the part of the policy makers,
at international level, are represented by cloud computing and by the expansion
of the content delivery networks, as well as the affirmation of the on-line
payment systems, especially the mobile-payment system, and in the future the
spread of the Internet of Things. A common aspect of discussion carried out at
public level on these new issues is the opportunity of favouring technological
innovation and market evolution, accompanying the continuous progress of the
digital ecosystem with public policies when necessary.
Cloud computing is considered an essential factor for increasing
employment and productivity, as well as a potential instrument for the efficiency
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of every production sector: cloud computing allows for controlling the
expenditure of public administrations and of private enterprises since it reduces
the need for IT investments on the part of the single companies and
administrations. In fact, it is based on the sharing of hardware and software
resources which are stored in data-centers which have the capacity to issue ondemand services for access to application resources (Software as a Service,
SaaS), platforms, tools and products necessary for the development of services
(Platform as a Service, PaaS) and processing, storage and communication
resources (Infrastructure as a Service, IaaS). It is therefore deemed that the
cloud can allow companies and public administrations to achieve savings and
earnings from the efficient management of information tool resources, although
there are certain critical aspects regarding the protection of personal data and
guarantees concerning data security, integrity and control, as well as – from the
viewpoint of competition – the interoperability if the diverse platforms managed
by competing suppliers (see Box 2, chap. 1 of the 2011 Annual Report).
In confirmation of the growing importance that this service is destined to
take on and the relative attention paid by the policy makers, the European
Commission conducted a public consultation on cloud computing, the results of
which were published in December 2011, and during which various elements
deemed worthy of further examination emerged: firstly, the need was felt for
standardised rules on the adoption of contractual models – such as the SLA
(Service Level Agreements) or the EUA (End User Agreements) – by which
essential conditions and terms of sale agreements could more easily be
incorporated into the single transactions. It is a common opinion among the
stakeholders, in fact, that contractual models for SLA and EUA must be identified
at European level, based on simplicity and clarity, above all in terms of
reciprocal rights and responsibilities, as well as for the protection of the data
processed (in this regard, the Italian Personal Data Protection Authority has
passed a resolution of a general nature, published in the Official Journal no. 153,
4 July 2011). For that matter, several subjects recognise the opportunity of
international agreement which regulate the responsibilities of the providers that
operate outside their own country.5
Within the sphere of the digital platforms and services, another topic which
has drawn the attention of the works in the last year, as mentioned above, is the
promotion of e-commerce, through the consolidation of economic relations based
on trust and the development of secure, convenient and reliable payment
systems. An increase in electronic commerce will produce tangible benefits for
citizens-users, in terms of containing prices and greater choice and quality of
products and services, thanks to the possibility of multiplying exchanges and
facilitated comparison between the offers. In this regard, the availability and use
of reliable and secure online payment systems is fundamental for companies and
consumers to be able to obtain concrete benefits from e-commerce services. In
this sense, particular interest is attracted by the development of innovative mobile
payment services (see Focus 2).

5

The Commission also favours the adoption of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
models and Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) models: the Alternative Dispute Resolution
for Consumers of the Single Market is contained in a Commission Communication of 29
November 2011, and envisages the introduction of a simple, fast and economic regulatory
framework to resolve disputes between a consumer and a dealer deriving from the sale or
supply of services (online, offline, trans-border or domestic) on the single market.
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Focus 2 – Mobile payment
In the services and platforms sector, the so-called mobile payment is establishing itself
at global level. Although the phenomenon in question cannot be reduced to a single
definition, two typical elements of this type of service can be identified: cash is
replaced by electronic money and transactions take place by means of a mobile device.
More specifically, mobile payment can be defined according to several classifications. A
first important factor is the “distance” between the point of sale (POS) and the mobile
device by which the purchase is concluded. The above can be further divided into the
categories of Mobile Remote Payment (MRP), which includes, inter alia, purchases of
goods on the internet via smartphones or of services via sms premium, and Mobile
Proximity Payment (MPP), when the mobile phone is immediately linked to the POS,
possibly in contactless mode (Radio Frequency IDentification, Near Field
Communications).
As well as MRP and MPP, some observers propose two further categories: Mobile
Commerce (MC) and Mobile Money Transfer (MMT). The term m-commerce refers to the
complete purchase process carried out by mobile phone (product selection, price
comparison, etc.), as, for example, in the case of the purchase of an application for a
smartphone via the specific store. On the other hand, Mobile Money Transfer registers
only the transfer of money from one terminal to another (normally via radio
technologies).
On the side of the offer, at the global level m-payment has achieved several successes.
In the United States, the Fandango Movies application, by which cinema tickets can be
bought, has been downloaded by more than 20 million users. Also in the USA, the
Starbucks chain allows its customers to advance orders from their mobile phones while
they are waiting in the queue to be served. In France, an SNCF (the French railway
company) app which allows train tickets to be bought has been used by 3 million users,
representing 3% of the tickets sold. Also in France, a mobile commerce service is also
available on public transport: thanks to the synergy between the main players of the
telecommunications sector (Orange, SFR, Bouygues Télécom and NRJ Mobile) and the
banks (Crédit Mutuel and BNP Paribas), Cityzi has created a platform for the payment
of tickets by means of the mobile phone (providing it is equipped with a special chip).
In the United Kingdom, cooperation between different players (banks, operators,
distributors) allows Barclaycard and Orange customers to transfer money from their
own credit card or from the telephonic account in the QuickTap application, to then use
it to make payments in the business enterprises involved in the initiative (Prét à
Manger, Eat, Subway and McDonald’s).
At the same time, on the side of the demand, there is an extremely swift development
in the number of mobile payment users, favoured by the high rate of penetration of
mobile phones in general and by the rapid proliferation, in particular, of smartphones:
according to the Gartner research company, more than 7.1 million users in Europe used
mobile payment services in 2010. At the global level, the total value of payments made
by mobile devices is estimated to increase from about € 200 billion in 2011 to more
than € 700 billion in 2015, with about € 3 billion from the Italian market.
In the Italian scenario, mobile payment presents ambivalent aspects: on one side, the
penetration of smartphones and mobile broadband services is particularly accentuated
(about 9 percentage points above the European average); on the other side, Italians
show a traditionally low inclination to use forms of payment other than cash (25
transactions with electronic money per year per person, compared to the European
average of 63). In this context, the NFC Observatory of Milan has quantified the impact
of mobile payment in 2011, using the above proposed division into four types.
Considering income from MPP as practically nil, in view of the scarce development of
the NFC, the three segments MRP, MMT and MC produce sales of approximately € 700
million (see
Figure 1.15).
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Figure 1.15. Mobile payment in Italy (2011, € millions)

Source: NFC Observatory
In January this year, the European Commission intervened on the subject, opening a
public consultation on the Green Paper Towards an integrated European market for card,
internet and mobile payments. Ample space in the document is dedicated to mobilepayment and internet-payment, considered to be extremely important for the future in
view of the increasing number of transactions concluded via smartphones and the
internet. At the same time, the Commission underlines: "Payments on the internet and by
mobile devices still represent fields of relatively new intervention at European level" and
with "a wide range of areas of intervention which represent a potential interest".
The main questions identified by the Commission as worthy of further examination –
relative to both all the electronic systems and in particular transactions via mobile
network – regard: access to the market and the entry of new and existing service
suppliers; payment security and data protection; the transparency and effectiveness in
determining the prices for the payment services; technical normalisation; interoperability
between the service suppliers.
From the regulatory viewpoint, such topics fall within the more general sphere of
payments alternative to cash. In this regard, directive 2007/64/EC on payment services
(the Payment Service Directive, PSD) has been adopted in Italy by Italian Legislative
Decree no. 11/2010, which was followed by two implementation provisions of the Bank of
Italy, regarding the surveillance instructions for the payment institutes and the rights and
obligations of the parties, while directive 2009/110/EC on Electronic Money (the E-money
Directive, EMD) is in the process of being included within national legislation. The
directives mainly pursue European harmonisation, in order to guarantee common
electronic payment rules. The PSD also allows not only banks but also new payment
institutes (companies which supply money transfer services, telephone dealers and
operators) to provide payment services. In fact, the PSD applies to all types of electronic
payment and to payments not carried out in cash, such as, inter alia, bank drafts, direct
debits, card payments (including credit card payments), money remittances, online
payments and/or payments made via mobile phone. The said directive also identifies the
central Bank as the institution responsible for holding the public register of authorised
payment institutes (art. 13), for authorising and supervising the payment institutes (art.
20), for dealing with complaints (art. 80) and for out-of-court claims (art. 83).
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At the same time, the increase in the use of mobile payment presents specific
implications in the field of the digital ecosystem. In fact, electronic transactions require
the interaction of several subjects: the mobile network provider (which provides the
communication and connection functions to the users), the service provider (which
provides the assets and services to the end users) and the trusted service manager (who
manages the platforms and the relative functions necessary for the conclusion of the
transaction between company and end user). In this sense, as already seen, agreements
are being developed between network operators, companies of the credit sector and
retailers, thus mobile payments are a further strategic variable used by
telecommunications operators in the competitive context.
In this scenario, the regulator must monitor issues such as: i) information transparency
and, in general, the definition of the tools which protect the consumer (such as service
cards, etc.); ii) questions regarding competition and technology, analysed as existing at
present and as forecast for the future (for example, in the discipline of extra-charge
services supplied through electronic communication networks, accessible to the public
also by means of the use of special numbers, defined in the national numbering plan); iii)
the possible implications of the emerging dynamics relative to traffic management; iv)
the interoperability between the various devices, in order to favour the harmonisation
processes; v) the security of the networks and technologies and the integrity of personal
data (to guarantee secure transactions and to favour the spread of open standards).
In short, the mobile payment sector is highly variegated, with high growth potential and
with many participants (including telephone operators, service suppliers, policy makers),
and it therefore falls within the new “Telco vs. OTT” forms of competition registered in the
digital ecosystem. In fact, each of the elements of the chain of values now offers its own
mobile payment system, which necessarily interacts, in a collaborative or competitive
manner, with the other organisms of the digital ecosystem.

Lastly, a subject which draws increasing interest from the policy makers is
the Internet of Things. The subject in question, monitored at public level,
concerns aspects of a technological, economic and social nature which, in the
medium term, could take on relevance from the policy maker's viewpoint, as
underlined in the European Commission's public consultation concluded last
December (see Focus 3).
Focus 3 - The Internet of Things
Internet of Things is an expression indicating a near future in which everyday objects
interact with the physical environment, and will be permanently linked to the network and
to each other, in order to produce new services aimed, in a general way, at an overall
improvement in the quality of life.
Merely for exemplification purposes, there are applications which allow for the remote
control of the resources available in a home (so-called home asset management),
including both control and functioning devices (such as electrical, heating and videosurveillance systems, as well as home electrical appliances) and multimedia devices (such
as televisions, computers, DVD readers and electronic game consoles); other applications
include the systems and new technologies which support transport services, primarily the
automotive field. More in general, there are many fields of application for the Internet of
Things, ranging from environmental control to the control of home appliances and
systems, from the automotive industry to smart cities, from telemedicine to sustainable
consumption, from security to logistics (see paragraph 1.5).
The growing use of objects and appliances connected to the network – which is expected
to be in the order of tens of billions as regards the quantity of smart devices placed on
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the market within the present decade – will reflect on the functioning of the electronic
communication networks, dictating an increase in band demand 6. The Internet of Things
will therefore represent an additional factor contributing to the need of improving the
present access infrastructures, reinforcing the need for the availability of broadband and
ultra-broadband. In particular, the band expansion achieved by the creation of new
integrated platforms and new generation wireless networks is a central factor, on which
the use of the main services and applications which form the technological basket of the
Internet of Things depends: from geolocation services for the automobile sector and
home security, to automated objects which use M2M (Machine-to-Machine)
communications.
Therefore, the Internet of Things and its evolution are destined to influence people's
everyday life, since such devices process a great number of sensitive data regarding,
among other things, users' behaviour models, their preferences and their precise location.
This latter, in particular, will lead to a significant expansion of the dominion of information
acquired on the networks, due to the expansion of the services linked to the user's
geolocation, already available today and at present undergoing further development. In
these terms, the evolution of the Internet of Things is closely connected to the
development of ‘big data’ service offers in the electronic communications sector. The
large quantity of data and information made available to the user for the Internet of
Things in fact requires the availability of new generation services for the collection and
management of the data. It represents an evolution of the data warehouse, data mining
and data analytics which were originally designed for the traditional economic sectors, in
particular for insurance companies and banks, and today they represent an important
opportunity for the creation of added value on the electronic communication services
market.
The Internet of Things also concerns questions of an economic and technical nature. With
regard to the commercial aspects, the spread of the Internet of Things involves many
technologies and sectors, with opportunities of development in ICT, both in the services
field and in manufacturing activities. The sector operators – the telecommunication
companies, the suppliers of contents, applications and services, including audiovisual
media services, as well as the large internet companies and the manufacturing companies
– will have the possibility of expanding the range of their own activities and of seeking
new sources of income. With regard to the technical aspect, several experts emphasise
that the link between the establishment of the Internet of Things and the new version of
the internet protocol (IPv6), which offers a substantial increase in the availability of the IP
addresses required to support the high number of devices that will be connected in the
network. Other experts consider the role played by certain technologies, such as, for
example, RFID (Radio-Frequency IDentification) and Near Field Communication
technologies (see box 3 of the 2011 Annual Report), as well as those underlying the
mobile payment services (see supra Focus 2) or the ZigBee technology, based on the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard which is involved in the creation of Wireless Personal Area
Networks (WPAN). Other important aspects for the creation of the Internet of Things are
connected to the developments in the sectors of micro-electronics, sensors and the inbuilt
systems (embedded computing).
The Internet of Things therefore involves considerable changes in the digital ecosystem
and produces new opportunities as regards both the offer and the demand of digital
services and appliances, on which the Authority is working – for study purposes – by
means of the Services and contents research programme for the new generation
networks (see chap. 4.1.3.).
In this situation, the interoperability of services and networks, the spread of shared
technological standards and the transparency of the information on access procedures are
some of the questions on which international attention is focused. In light of these
developments, the European Commission, subsequent to the Commission's
Communication to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and
6

As the Chairman Mr. Calabrò himself said during the presentation of the 2005-2012
Mandate Budget, "The Internet of Things will represent another qualitative leap in byte
consumption."
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Social Committee, and the Committee of the Regions, entitled The Internet of Things: an
action plan for Europe of June 2009 (COM/2009/0278), in 2012 expressed the intention
of drawing up framework regulations which would allow for exploiting the potential of the
IoT in terms of economic and social benefits, at the same time guaranteeing an adequate
level of control over the devices which process the information. Such a framework would
concern private life, the safety of people and things, the security of the infrastructures
which support such services, ethical matters, interoperability, governance and the
interoperability technical standards.
In particular, the European Commission, in the Action Plan published in 2009, underlined,
on one hand, that the technical advances in the digital ecosystem take place regardless of
public intervention, simply following the normal cycle of innovation, in which the industry
adopts the new technologies developed by the scientific community; on the other hand,
the Commission continued, it does not appear "reasonable, given the deep changes at
social level that the Internet of Things involves" to relegate "the entire development of
the Internet of Things to the private sector, or to other regions of the world". In line with
this approach, on 12 April 2012, the Commission launched a consultation "on the rules for
smart devices connected to –the Internet of Things", which starts from the fact that “a
necessary condition for the fulfilment of the enormous potential offered by IoT on the
economic and social level is the parity of conditions that will allow everyone to compete
on equal terms, without gatekeepers or those controlled by them. For IoT to be accepted
by society, an ethical and legal framework must be defined, supported by the necessary
technology, which offers citizens control and security" (the European Commission, press
release of 12 April 2012: “Digital Agenda: the Commission launches a consultation on the
rules for smart devices connected to the –Internet of Things”). In addition – the European
Commission continues – “to expand the IoT is one of the priorities of the European Digital
Agenda”.
The results emerging from the consultation, which will close in July, will be included in the
recommendation on the Internet of Things that the Commission will present by summer
2013 and which will give indications of a regulatory nature, which will apply to many
points mentioned in the Digital Agenda: interoperability, security, data protection and
system governance.

1.4.

The content

The strategic relevance of the content distributed on the many platforms
has long appeared to be underlined, and emphasised by the European Digital
Agenda: the advent of the digital technology and of the internet has influenced
the methods for the production of content, the relative marketing and its final
issue, enriching the quality of the offer and the way in which the content is used.
The traditional platforms (terrestrial, cable and satellite) exist side by side with
the new transmission means, associated with the fact that all use digital
technologies: the user can now consult contents transmitted by means of many
different devices, at any moment and regardless of his/her geographic position.
The free circulation of audiovisual media services therefore represents a
tool which reflects the right to freedom of expression and of information and
which, at the same time, can guarantee that important social and strategic
objectives are reached. The technical revolution, which initially stimulated
investments and companies' inclination for innovation, has in fact had an impact
on consumer habits, creating a virtual environment which can reduce social
differences as far as it allows an undefined number of citizens-users access to
the tools of knowledge and the sources of information.
The demand for content and services, in turn, has guided the corporate
strategies of the various participants in the chain of values: in other words,
there is a multiplication of subjects operating in the digital system, namely
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network operators, service suppliers, producers and the holders of rights,
together with, in a competitive key, the subject which aggregates the contents.
The figure of the vertically integrated operator is thus placed in doubt, in favour
of the market featuring a production chain in which many participants operate,
including, not least, the consumer who becomes, at the same time, the content
user and the content producer. In fact, the situation is distinguished by the
exponential development of the social network and social media sites, based on
the creation and uploading of contents produced by the final users, as well as for
the swift proliferation of cloud computing platforms.
Thus, investment in the industry of the digital economy appears
unanimously considered as an enabling factor of the economic growth of a
country's system, since the stimulation for innovation creates jobs, generating a
beneficial circuit which unites the production of new income and the country's
democratic growth. On this point, in January 2012, the Authority sent a report to
the Government and to Parliament in which it proposed the adoption of a Digital
Agenda for Italy in order to govern the modernisation of the country by means
of the construction of new generation networks and the diffusion of digital
services, to be sustained with actions hinging on both the offer side and on the
demand side.
The many opportunities, in terms of the exercise of rights, as well as
overall economic growth, linked to the development of digital technologies and
to the integration and multiplication of usable contents, leads to the need to
foster the development of the digital markets, also identifying common rules
that can be adapted to the diverse communication means.
A concrete example which derives from the interaction between the
convergence of techniques, social development and economic growth, can be
seen, ultimately, in the advent of the “connected or hybrid” television, which
includes the internet and web 2.0 elements in the more recent television sets,
marking a new step forward in the convergence of the internet and television. In
addition to traditional television broadcasting, the connected devices, which
include tablets, smartphones and consoles, also provide consumers with access
to on-request video services, by means of applications and TV programming
services.7 In the United Kingdom, Ed Richards of Ofcom, in January 2012,
underlined that the services offered by such hybrid devices could be
regulated by a global approach, common to the various digital media, by the
identification of a “hard core” of principles and objectives to be found in the
diverse regulatory contexts. The French Supreme Broadcasting Council –
after the opening and the closing of a public consultation decided by the
Government – instituted a work group (composed of the various
representatives of the public authorities, stakeholders and category
associations) requested to formulate certain recommendations relative to five
specific areas: financing, protection of the public, new advertising formats,
technological challenges, and economic and competition issues. Lastly, the
European Commission, in the report on the application of the audiovisual media
services directive, expressed its intention of organising a public consultation on
connected TV in the second half of 2012.

7

See European Commission, First report of the European Parliamentary Commission to the
Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions
on the application of the directive 2010/13/EU "Directive on audiovisual media services",
presented in May 2012.
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In this context, the Authority's action in defence of the right to use the
contents transmitted via the traditional networks and on the new technological
platforms has continued over the last twelve months, in strict continuity with the
activities already undertaken in the previous years.
Debate has continued on the relationship between the principle of net
neutrality and the traffic management practices: i.e. between the need for any
form of electronic communication to be transmitted regardless of the forms of
traffic management used in the network, adopted by the operators. It is clear
that the processing of the digital signal is closely linked to the guarantee of
access to the internet and its content, and which can therefore influence the
relationship between the operators involved in the chain of values, as well as on
the right to the online information on the part of the user citizen. On this point,
in December 2011 the Authority, with resolution no. 714/11/CONS, published
the summaries of the consultation “Network neutrality: publication of the results
of the public consultation pursuant to resolution no. 40/11/CONS” (see
chap.1.5).
The topic of the protection of digital content seems to be strictly linked to
the complex problems relative to regulating copyrights. On this point, in July
2011 the European Commission published the “Green Paper on the online
distribution of audiovisual works in the European Union – Towards a single
digital market: opportunities and challenges”. The document analyses the effect
of the technological developments on the distribution and access to the
audiovisual and cinematographic works, with the intention of launching a debate
on the political options available to develop a context in which the industry and
European consumers can use the scale economies offered by the single digital
market. The document, starting from the ascertainment of an increasingly
diversified offer, focuses on the management of the rights for the online
distribution of audiovisual media services, also concerning the question relative
to the remuneration for the holders of the audiovisual rights for the online use of
the same. On this topic, in July 2011 the Authority approved a regulatory
framework, contained in resolution no. 398/11/CONS, on the result of a second
public consultation (see chap. 3.2.2.9) and also the subject of a Parliamentary
hearing of the Chairman of the Authority before the VII and VIII Commissions of
the Senate.
The scenario outlined, relative to the multiplication and the free use of
digital contents, for that matter, also enhances the role of the public service,
called upon to adapt to the multiplication of the offer of new technologies and
services, in order to guarantee the full pluralism of the offer and in the use of
the content. Public licensing, as expressly envisaged in the 2010-2012 service
contract, must diversify programming according to the genres deemed socially
most relevant, including specific actions aimed at favouring the process of social
inclusion, as well as participation in democratic life deriving from viewing the
content. Therefore the social and inclusive role of the public service appears to
be no longer linked to the traditional broadcasting platforms, but rather
expanded by the possibilities linked to the use of digital technologies, which
allows for the interchange of the various platforms and the multiplication of the
programmes that can be broadcast.
On this topic, the Authority, with resolution no. 130/12/CONS, launched
an inquiry prior to the adoption of the Guidelines on the content of the further
obligations of the general public radio-television service (art. 45, paragraph 4, of
the Consolidation Act on Audiovisual and Radio Broadcasting Services): the next
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three years, in fact, will have strategic importance for the changes in the use of
the content, induced by the full digitalisation of the television signal and by the
presence of various distribution platforms. In this transition phase, the public
radio-television service can play a leading role in terms of programme quality
and diversification, of increasing media literacy and of reducing the cultural
divide.
In addition, in the last year, the Authority has further concentrated on the
relationship between children and the use of the media. Children, far from
representing a mere passive subject using the content of others, seem to have
an important role when they personally conclude electronic transactions and
when they produce and broadcast contents, not merely using a PC but using the
most varied technological tolls, often without real awareness of the harmful
contents learned or, more or less intentionally, transmitted.
In this regard, the Authority, on the basis of the responsibilities assigned
to it by Italian Legislative Decree no. 44 of 2010, has inter alia adopted
resolution no. 220/11/CSP, entitled «Regulation on technical stratagems to be
adopted to exclude the viewing and listening on the part of minors of films that
have not been approved for projection or representation in public, of films
barred to persons of less than eighteen years of age and of programmes
classified as suitable for adults only pursuant to article 34, paragraphs 5 and 11,
of the Consolidation Act of Audiovisual Media and Radio Broadcasting Services».
In this regard, pursuant to article 34, of the “Consolidation Act of
Audiovisual Services and Radio Broadcasting Services”, the Authority has been
given the responsibility for adopting, by means of co-regulation procedures, the
detailed discipline containing indication of the technical stratagems that can
prevent minors normally watching or listening to films that have not been
approved for public projection, films barred to persons of less than eighteen
years of age, and programmes classified as suitable for adults only. Therefore,
from the operating viewpoint, the Authority intends to form a board of experts
open to all subjects concerned, in order to examine the proposals for the
identification of the technical stratagems to be adopted to achieve the purposes
indicated by article 34. The Authority has interpreted the aforesaid provisions
(see annex B to resolution no. 220/11/CSP: «Communication of 22 July 2011
introducing interpretative clarifications on the provision on the spread of
audiovisual media services which transmit films barred to persons of less than
18 and 14 years of age»), identifying a diversified regulatory system according
to the gravity of the harmful contents transmitted and the diverse platform
used, unencrypted or with unconditioned access (see chap. 3.2).
The question of the protection of minors against harmful content that can
prejudice their physical and mental development is, for that matter, destined to
remain an important issue in the forthcoming months. A recent draft relative to
the protection of minors online (Communication for a "Strategy for a Better
Internet for Children, 2 May 2012 - European Commission) envisages a new
action on the part of the European Commission aimed at the proposal of a
“single framework directive” on the subject. This new regulatory instrument
should contain further measures to protect children in the field of human rights,
with particular reference to the protection of privacy, and the fight against
sexual abuse, audiovisual abuse and electronic commerce abuse.
This is the context of the study and research works conducted by the
Authority relative to the features that distinguish the present multimedia offer,
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primarily that of television, addressed to children, which are included in the
White Paper on the relationship between media and children (see Focus 4).

Focus 4 – White Paper on the relationship between the media and children
In the light of the transformations in progress in the entire communications sector, not
least those linked to the expansion of the offer of audiovisual contents, the Authority has
decided to launch a process of reflection on the typical features of the complex
multimedia offer, also addressed to children, and to analyse the behaviour of children and
adolescents in their relationship with the media. The purpose is to point out the positive
and problematic aspects of the relationship, with a view to protecting children with the
potential offered by technological development and with the changes that have taken
place in society, and to consequently assess the effectiveness of the applicable measure s
in force at present.
Therefore the Authority, approving with resolution no. 194/09/CONS of 16 April 2009 the
project of an interdisciplinary study aimed at drafting a “White Paper on the relationship
between media and children”, has formed, with resolution no. 205/10/CONS, an
interdisciplinary work group composed of both Authority personnel and of personnel
associated with Censis, an institute specialised in research in the field of social sciences.
The study is divided into five parts, the salient aspects of which are illustrated below.
Part I – SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
The systematic review illustrates the scientific schools, the approaches, the methods and
the results of national and international research on the relationship between the media
and children, starting from the supposition that it is an important social and cultural
policy topic which, together with the child's supreme right to balanced development, also
refers to aspects such as freedom of expression, freedom of enterprise and the guarantee
of democracy and, therefore, the need for balance between legitimate and contrasting
rights.
This "multiple ontological" nature means that the diverse disciplines (psychology,
sociology, pedagogy, law, economy, technology) deal with the complex relationship
between the universe of minors and the media industry, and this has produced, since the
middle of the last century, an exponential development of scientific production, starting
from the more advanced and equipped countries on the level of social sciences (United
States, Canada, Australia, North Europe, UK). Also in Italy, from the 1980s, there has
been significant scientific production. The advent of the new media has then solicited a
multiplication of sector studies relative to the many new aspects to be examined.
On the assumption that the influence of the media, albeit filtered by many factors,
represents an important aspect in the creation of the environment in which the
interpretations of social life and the cultural and civil model grow and develop, the study
analyses the diverse theories developed to understand and explain the effects and uses of
the media, classified into two large categories: the first which concerns the effects of the
media regardless of content, the second which concerns the effects of the media
according to content.
The first category of effects is only mentioned in the study, which, in view of the
association with the issue for which the Authority is responsible, concentrates particularly
on research regarding the relationship between minors and audiovisual and multimedia
content, from the viewpoint of the uses and effects of the media content, underlining the
central role of the Media Education, a subject which has been developed since the 1970s
and which has evolved over the years, emphasising the increasingly greater participation
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and interaction of minors with the media.
Some figures. With regard to internet access, the countries with the highest use of the
network (Denmark, Sweden, United Kingdom) are those where a high percentage of
youngsters using the internet (85%); in those with medium use (Austria, Belgium,
Germany, Ireland, France, Spain)about 65% of youngsters use the internet; in those with
low use (Italy, Cyprus, Greece) the figure is less than 65%. The educational system also
plays an important role: the higher the educational level of a country, the more
youngsters use the internet. In addition, there is a link between the use of the internet at
home and at school: the more the internet is used at school, the more it is used at home.
Another figure which emerges is that in some European countries more than one fifth of
the youngsters who use the internet have parents who do not use it and this is an
important figure if referring to the risks that youngsters can encounter online. On the
risks/opportunities ratio, the study brings to light that opportunities are generally
represented by: educational means, instruction, entertainment, the establishment of
social relationships, sharing experiences with people far away. On the other hand, the
risks linked to the use of the network regard: giving personal information, visiting
pornographic sites, viewing violent contents, being the victim of bullying.
Another area analysed is the influence, on the approach to the new media, of a country's
cultural and political context. Swedish, Dutch and Danish parents are more inclined to
impose rules on the use of the internet, while Portuguese and Polish parents give greater
importance to limiting television viewing. In general, parents who are more careful with
limiting television viewing belong to the European Catholic area, while parents who are
more careful about the use of the internet belong to the Protestant area. The strategies of
parent mediation usually used (time limits, teaching safe use of the network, filter
software, rules on not disclosing personal information, control of the web pages used) are
generally implemented by parents of higher social status in countries where the use of
the internet is more widespread.
The conclusions reached by the study are in the sense of recommending digital inclusion
policies, aimed at increasing the use of technologies in the countries where there is a low
use and by the population segments that are more distant from the technologies,
accompanying this development with adequate programmes to protect children and for
Media Education and with the development of parental mediation.
The study lastly points out that the use of the internet has become an inbuilt part of
children's everyday life (92% of youngsters between 9 and 16 years of age use the
internet at least once a week, while 57% use it every day), and that internet users are
becoming younger and younger (the age for first access is seven years in North Europe;
in all countries, one third of youngsters between 11 and 13 years of age use the internet
every day). The internet is mainly used at home (85%), secondly at school (63%), but
with diversified access: 48% use it in their own rooms and 31% via a mobile phone.
Part II – MEDIA CONSUMPTION
The second part analyses, from a practical viewpoint, media consumption through an
inquiry pursuing two objectives: the collection of information on media consumption, by
means of the answers obtained from parents; identification of parent attitudes towards
the media and media consumption on the part of their children.
Audiovisual aids owned by families is represented by television sets (97.3%), computers
(95.1%), DVD readers/recorders (89.3%), radio sets (82.5%), video game consoles
(68.8%), videophones/smartphones (50.6%), iPads or e-books (7.2%). 41.2% have
satellite pay TV and 24% have terrestrial pay TV.
While the average television consumption on the part of parents is around 3 hours a day,
the consumption of their children is more moderate (1 hour a day). The data confirm the
full and direct use of television on the part of children, with a slight increase in the 11-13
year old bracket, often accompanied by the use of DVD (Walt Disney classics and quality
cartoons). Children's influence on the choice of the purchases of audiovisual and
multimedia contents appears to be important (over 50%). A good percentage of children
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(68.9% for the 4-5 year-old bracket and 67.2% for the 6-10 year-old bracket) mainly
watch TV with their parents, while the figure falls to 52% for the 11-13 year-old bracket.
20.1% watch TV with their grandparents. The preferred genre is cartoons for the smaller
children (85.7%). In the 11-13 year-old bracket, 33% of minors also like TV films.
With regard to the internet, the favourite activity is "playing online with individual video
games" (42.8%). 52.4% use the internet for school research, while 45.3% use it for
social networks. In pre-adolescents there is a more diversified use (24.3% music, 22.2%
information, 24% to chat). In general, the internet is used at home, while a lower
percentage use it at school.
The broadcasters' signal system is known and used: everyone knows what the coloured
markers are and more than 56% of parents say they use them habitually. More than a
quarter of parents state that they use parental control. In addition, 70% of parents
consider the markers shown by broadcasters a valid guidance tool. In the triangulation of
parents, children and the media, parents tend to show themselves as active and aware:
almost 60% declare that they succeed in interacting quite well. The technological
innovation process is well accepted by parents who deem that today there is a much
wider offer. However, 27.4% point out that the quality offer is mainly available on the pay
TV stations. In short, parents seem to have very clear ideas on the increased accessibility
of the offer, even if they do not deem that this automatically represents a process of
development or guidance for their children.
On the relationship with the internet, parents say they are worried above all by
pornography (52.2%) and meetings with dangerous or ill-intentioned users (45%),
followed by violent content (37.5%). With regard to the positive effects, the major benefit
is represented, according to parents, by the widening of informative horizons.
When explicitly requested to assess the role of the media in children's confusion, 62%
answered that there may be a connection. 46.7% agree with the present regulations
which tend to increase the quantity of indications given to families to make them more
responsible in media awareness: 35.8% know that a Media and Minors Committee exists
and 79.6% know the Italian Communications Authority's role.
Specific focus was then directed to adolescent consumption. More than 40% have their
own personal television set, followed by a PC and a smartphone. 50% of those
interviewed dedicate 1 to 3 hours a day to offline video games; 10% declare they watch
unencrypted television for three hours a day, while 9.7% watch IPTV. The progressive
shift of young people towards new forms of television, including television in streaming is
confirmed. The use of the internet is more than deeply rooted: 98% use it, of which 45%
for more than one hour a day. Almost half of the adolescents watch TV not in the
company of their parents. Listening is concentrated into two blocks: the lunchtime
bracket and the late afternoon and early evening bracket. Favourite programmes are
films (48%), sport (43.5%) for boys and films (51.4%) and TV films (32%) for girls. Only
10% include reality shows and talent shows among their favourite programmes.
Adolescents consider television to be relaxing and enjoyable. In the classification of what
is most irritating, the worst is vulgarity (50%), lack of seriousness (28.3%) and excessive
violence (26.6%).
Radio is not the most followed medium: 43.3% listen sometimes, but not every day,
while 27.6% say they never listen to it. To listen to the radio, 20.6% use a PC, 21.6%
use an mp3 device or an iPod, 25% use a mobile phone and 7.5% listen via a television
set. Young people therefore listen to the radio by advanced technological means. If
television is a means for relaxing, the internet is the means for chatting and for talking
about one's life: 93.6% of those interviewed are registered on Facebook. Only the older
minors appreciate the internet for its capacity to give a broad universe of information.
Part III – THE MEDIA OFFER
The analysis of television programming for minors, carried out by the Authority's offices
in collaboration with Censis, offers a picture of Italian television from 2004 to 2010
through the analysis of the programme schedules of RAI, Mediaset, Timedia, Deejay, Sky
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and the new native digital channels. The programme schedules of two sample weeks of
the month of March were taken as reference (2004-2005 and 2009-2010), considering all
the Auditel time brackets (7-9, 9-12, 12-15,15-18, 18-20.30, 20.30-22.30). Of the
channels offering general content, those which had more hours of children's programmes
were Rai Due, Rai Tre and Italia 1.
The quantitative data were taken together with the audience data supplied by Auditel.
From a cross examination of the data with the offers of the programme schedules, it was
found that children (March 2010) preferred the programmes intended for all the family,
especially those of the channels with general content, rather than those of the protected
time bracket, 4-7pm, with a peak in the early evening and morning time brackets.
A detailed description is then given, also with visual and graphic images, of the model
with which the Authority's responsible offices classify and assess the television
programmes, according to the established content analysis method.
The last section, prepared by Censis, starting from the results of the questionnaire filled
in by the adolescents (described in part II), gives certain assessments in terms of the
qualitative analysis of the offer, which show, on one hand, a fragmentation of the
preferences (from information to entertainment programmes), and on the other loyalty to
broadcasters rather than to programmes.
Part IV - THE PROTECTION OF MINORS IN RESPECT OF AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA:
IMPLEMENTATION
The fourth part of the study is of a strictly legal nature and gives a review of the
Authority's regulatory practice and sanctions. In practice, the identification of contents
that are prejudicial to children in radio-television programme schedules is in fact linked to
an assessment activity strongly based on the analysis of the single content and the
context in which it is broadcast. Therefore, downstream of the analysis of the television
offer, developed in the previous part, a review of the cases decided by the Authority's
Services and Products Commission, presented as a series of maxims of the decisions
expressing the AGCOM opinions on the protection of minors, acquires relevance for the
purposes of checking on the effective implementation of the measures to safeguard the
under-age television viewer identified by Italian legislation.
Part V – NEW MEDIA AND MINORS: PARTICIPANTS PERSPECTIVE
The last part of the study is dedicated to the relationship between minors and new media
and it presents the results of the interviews with the diverse subjects concerned –
committees, associations, operators. The cycle of hearings, involving the Media and
Minors Committee, the CNU, the Democratic Parents' Coordination, the Parents'
Movement – MOIGE, Save the Children Italia, Telefono Azzurro, AESVI, AIIP, ANICA,
Audiweb,
FAPAV,
FedoWEB,
FIMI,
UNIVIDEO,
CONFCONSUMATORI,
CITTADINANZATTIVA, FEDERCONSUMATORI, and Lega Consumatori, allowed the
acquiring of information on the offer and consumption data, on training initiatives, market
trends, needs for legislative or regulatory reform, and the critical aspects and the
potential of the new media.
Consumption data show that minors are the driving force of the use of online media in
Italian families: 74.5% of children below 11 years of age and 82.8% of adolescents from
12 to 17 years of age, have internet access, while the more technological families are
those with at least one child. In both age groups, the prevalent connection is by PC from
the home and consumption increases in the afternoon. The most visited sites are, in the
following order, research engines, community portals and sites: entertainment, electronic
mail and messaging services; consumption of electronic products; electronic commerce
sites; game, toys and animal sites; travel sites; beauty, cooking and recipe sites;
educational sites. The viewing of film sequences on YouTube is increasing and the
contents most viewed are of the musical genre and clips of television programmes, while
the videos with "extreme" scenes attract less interest.
The research on video games carried out by the Minors and Media Studies Centre (in
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2006) showed that the daily use of video games decreases as the child's age increases,
and it is more consistent in boys than in girls; the favourite video games are adventure,
sports and combat games; the emotional involvement is greater among those who play
for longer times (more than three hours a day).
On the use of mobile phones, the studies reveal that 99% of the sample interviewed
owned a mobile phone; the age at which the mobile phone was received is decreasing (9
years); 50% of those interviewed use their mobile phones for more than one hour a day,
above all to send text messages, and a consistent part of the sample judged the mobile
phone to be a useful tool for developing friendships. The results relative to parents show
that they often do not know how or when their children use their mobile phones and they
do not know how to intervene to prevent their children from gaining access to unsuitable
contents. Parents feel the need to give their children mobile phones because they want to
be sure of being able to communicate with them at any time. The feeling that emerges is
that Italian parents have favoured the idea that giving their children a mobile phone
allows them to have greater control over them, underestimating the complexity of the
technology and of how the use of wireless devices can rapidly become essential to the
various activities of their children's daily lives.
With regard to the opinion on the rules of present legislation to protect minors, the
observations received underline the request for the adoption of more incisive measures,
especially for the new technologies, to be implemented with co-regulation measures and
with a view to the greater sharing of the protective actions. However, the reinforcement
of the guarantees cannot disregard solid work for training and instructing youngsters,
families and schools, especially to diminish the technological/cultural gap which in Italy
separates the generation of the "digital natives" from the other generations (the adults,
"children of Gutenberg”).
On the television front, the more severe judgement is expressed by MOIGE and regards
the TV and Minors Code.
The need for reinforcing the protection is also expressed with reference to the parental
control system. Lastly, the introduction of a system for the classification of video games is
requested, such as that voluntarily adopted by PEGI.
In conclusion, in the light of the changes induced by the development of the new
technologies, the Media and Minors Committee, the CNU and some parents' associations,
as well as Telefono Azzurro, have put forward a request to rethink the overall architecture
of the system for the protection of minors, to deal organically and in a standardised
manner with the definition of rules and principles applicable to the diverse media
compartments: television, telephony, the internet, video games, with the application of a
single co-regulation tool, albeit designed for application to a diversified extent in respect
of the principle of proportionality.

1.5. The convergence topics
The growing spread of techniques and appliances for the use and
exchange of digital contents via the network has represented a fundamental
factor for the development of the electronic communications markets, but it is
not the only innovation with relevance on the changing scenario in progress. The
technological evolution, the continuous transformations in the balance between
companies and markets, the socio-cultural changes induced by the advent of the
internet, are all factors of change and subjects for the debate in progress on the
role that the sector regulators are called upon to perform relative to the new
configuration of the industry and the challenges that it presents in terms of
protecting competition and consumers. The convergence dynamics which have
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distinguished the communications sector in the last twenty years have expanded
their own radius of action, presenting new scenarios for integration between
markets and technological innovation.
In this context, which can be defined as "inter-sector" convergence,
growing importance has been acquired by the topic of smart cities, to which
much space has also been given in the 2012 PA Forum, which underlies the idea
of increasing use of ICT technologies, of e-government services and of the
Internet of Things, in order to improve the quality of life in European cities. One
of the most advanced examples of this model of integration between ICT
innovation and urban development is the South Korean city of Busan where a
sophisticated system of digital services allows citizens to be permanently linked
at any point of the metropolitan area. The particular features of this model, also
known as the “ubiquitous or u-city” model, regard the omnipresent availability of
advanced electronic communications services and infrastructures, the capacity of
the intelligent management of the administrative functions and the local
services, such as public transport, via wireless systems and fixed network NGNs,
the supply of access in real time to integrated high-tech platforms for the supply
of social services – from libraries to health care services – the integration of
broadband services with advanced systems for the control and management of
the physical infrastructures and of homes in pursuit of energy saving and
environmental sustainability. During 2011, the European Commission conducted
a public consultation on the financing of the "Smart Cities and Communities"
initiative, which revealed that the development of advanced ICT services and
applications has a fundamental role in the sectors of logistics and sustainable
transport, the safety of the territory (e.g. prevention of hydrogeological risks,
geolocalisation, etc.) and, obviously, for all the e-government services,
increasingly destined to be issued by means of tablets and smartphones (for
which reason, one now talks of “m-government”). In this context, the prospect
of integrated offers from the diverse TLC operators becomes concrete for the
business clientèle and for the public administrations, where broadband
connection services are associated with innovative systems for the mobile
payment of public transport and car parks, and RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) for the registration in real time – also on one's own current
account - of purchases at retail sales points such as supermarkets.
In fact, the scenario of the technological convergence of markets and
regulations, seems to invest above all the energy and electronic communications
sectors. A study carried out by the OECD in 2011 in fact shows that the key
element of this trend is the creation of smart grids, which present implications
that are not secondary for the regulation of the relative markets.8 As it is known,
this expression defines the application of a more or less wide range of ICT
technologies in the management of the existing electricity networks, aimed at
guaranteeing the "intelligent" management for the optimisation of the energy
flows produced from traditional and renewable sources, the use of which is often
limited by incorrect dimensioning of the power line infrastructures. The
possibility of monitoring the flows of clean energy produced locally by the use of
sensors, of smart meters and of software and, at the same time, of transmitting
the information produced via broadband, is in fact at the basis of the creation of
the smart grids which can precisely monitor consumption along the network,
avoiding
possible
losses
and
blackouts.
The
integration
between
8
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telecommunications and energy networks, in turn, presents potential regulatory
implications relative to the need to guarantee fair, non-discriminatory conditions
for the supply of access to the networks of the suppliers of smart meters,
innovative applications which allow the end users to measure their own energy
consumption in real time, preventing the present trend of convergence in the
markets to foster the establishment of practices that are anti-competitive or
prejudicial to transparency for the end user. The risk in question does not only
regard access to the broadband networks, but also the maintenance of adequate
conditions of interoperability between the communications protocols (open
standard) in order to prevent hindering innovation in this field. Since the IPbased infrastructures are the hinge around which a wide range of services in
synergy with each other turn, from the supply of electricity to energy saving in
buildings, it is in fact essential to prevent the integration between the market
actors of the markets concerned being accompanied by lock-in strategies to the
detriment of consumers and the competition.
For that matter, the integration between telecommunications and energy
operators already exists in many domestic markets. The Australian company
ActewAGL has already launched an integrated “sextuple-play” offer including
electricity, water, gas, vocal telephony, data traffic, TV and mobile telephony
services. In the United States, after the merger between Hancock Telecom and
Central Indiana Power, consumers can now buy an integrated offer of
telecommunications and energy services, to which added value home
automation and security services can be added. The regulatory implications of
this type of offer are being studied by certain regulators: in the USA, the
Department of Energy (DoE) and the FCC have launched consultation and
coordination activities, also in order to integrate the United States Government
Broadband Plan. In Europe, apart from the case of the German regulator
BNetzA, responsible for both sectors, the convergence of energy and
telecommunications could lead to new needs of coordination between the market
regulatory authorities, called upon, in the first place, to monitor the trends in
progress and the potential competitive scenarios.
In short, the new technological and market convergence scenario linked to
the "intelligent" management of infrastructures and services by the use of ICT
innovations and broadband networks, tends to expand the confines of the digital
ecosystem in which the telecommunications companies operate. For example, if
the smart meter applications are plausibly destined to remain hardware devices,
many functions linked to these measuring systems will be accessible via fixed
internet and mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones. The potential of
the use of these applications will also be influenced by the possibility of use by
means of the already existing integrated platforms for mobile services, such as
the iPhone and Android platforms, on which the effective accessibility of the
interfaces may depend. For that matter, the integration between the electricity
and the ICT sectors lends itself to further developments relative to the supply of
added value services (e.g. e-health and well-being, by the application for
measuring the time taken and the energy saving deriving from the choice of
giving up the use of the car in favour of going on foot or public transport). In
this context, the dynamics of the “two-sided market” model will tend to go
beyond the confines of the communications markets: the managers of TLC
networks and of IT services which intend to develop services and applications
with added value for the electricity grids will have to work with the suppliers of
operational technologies, i.e. those subjects that can influence the dimensioning
and the architecture of the networks and buildings involved. On the other hand,
the contractual conditions with the suppliers of these technologies, and of data
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and applications, are conditions on the other side of the market, that of the
demand, which is determined by the consumers, who may also be the users of a
single integrated operator which simultaneously supplies electricity and
telecommunications services.
However, also with regard to these new scenarios of technological and
market convergence, the question of the opening and the neutrality of the
networks remains prevalent, in order to guarantee adequate standards of
security and reliability. This is a fundamental question at the centre of the
debate of the future of the internet which the Authority, like most regulators of
the European sectors and of the OECD area, has faced with specific focus on the
changes that have taken place in the digital ecosystem, in the ICT industry and
in the media. With regard to the economic issues, the companies that operate in
such contexts have widened the range of their activities, protecting – in various
ways in the media and telecommunications sector – the diverse links of the
chain of value: the management of the networks, the production of contents and
the supply of services. By effect of the now well-known convergence dynamics,
the main communication and information needs at present can be concretely
satisfied by a plurality of transmission means.
The digital ecosystem is therefore taking on a new configuration, due to
the diverse innovation and market dynamics which intersect, giving rise to a
plurality of exchanges and interests, but also with strong tensions and relative
adjustments. During the last year, the dynamics of the “Telco vs. OTT” case,
which was a feature of the first phase of the international debate on net
neutrality, involving the claim of the operators of traditional networks in respect
of a shift of the value generated towards services and products offered by the
new participants of the chain, content producers and internet companies such as
Google, seems to have also invested the sector of the traditional media. The
historic broadcasters are in fact beginning to notice the capture of advertising
revenues on the part of web giants such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube,
which tend to represent new competitors of the television services.
The tensions felt in the digital ecosystem are the background to the
debate on internet neutrality which, at present, hinges on the most appropriate
methods of action to prevent the innovation in the network traffic management
systems, together with the development of new business models or phenomena
of concentration on the markets of the supply of access to the internet, content,
services and applications, from impacting on the open and neutral nature of the
network. In this setting, the debate on net neutrality has undergone an
evolution in which, at present, the European regulators are called upon to face
each other on specific questions, concerning the guarantee of sufficiently
transparent and competitive conditions to minimise the risk of arbitrary and
unjustified discrimination of internet traffic, rather than on the establishment of
a principle guaranteeing absolute parity of treatment of the bytes transmitted
via the communication networks.
The results of the public consultations launched by the Authority on the
general questions regarding net neutrality (resolution no. 714/11/CONS) and on
the more specific questions relative to the relationship between traffic
management and mobile VoIP and P2P services (resolution no. 713/11/CONS)
are, for that matter, consistent with the terms of the European debate. In fact,
there is wide consent on the idea that the application of forms of traffic
management on the part of the network operators does not represent a market
failure, nor a reduction of the opportunities available to the end user. For that
matter, the fact that the traffic management and prioritisation techniques on the
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fixed and mobile networks can be used within the sphere of sales strategies
based on the differentiation of prices and quality levels of the services offered to
the users, means that the need to monitor the price fixing methods is essential:
pricing is another key element, to be examined further in as much as influencing
the use of the internet. Lastly, there is wide agreement between the regulators
and the stakeholders that the regulatory provisions contained in the so-called
Electronic Communications Code, on the protection of consumers and of
competition with reference to the questions raised in the debate on network
neutrality, are sufficient to ensure adequate protection of users.
However, more controversial questions persist in the national debate,
which are worthy of further examination, also to more precisely outline the
regulator's role in that regard. They regard, primarily, the definition of the
consumer protection tools indicated by the legislative framework of reference:
the concrete guarantee of transparent conditions on the use of traffic
management techniques to protect users and, if this is not sufficient, the
determination of minimum quality levels of the data services. Furthermore, the
continuous evolution of the market, the existence of convergence, integration
and innovation processes in the digital ecosystem, require an equally continuous
monitoring and analysis of the questions regarding competition and technology,
to be analysed in the current state and also as forecast for the future. Not least
in importance is the question of net freedom, i.e. the issue regarding the
possible implications of the dynamics emerging relative to traffic management
on the exercise of the freedom of expression and respect for an individual's
privacy, recognised by the European Union's Charter of Fundamental Rights, and
guaranteed by the Italian Constitution in terms of the freedom of communication
and information, and the plurality of the media and of information.
In this situation, the Authority has not merely promoted the internal
debate, but it has also participated in the international and European debate on
net neutrality, both within the sphere of the initiatives promoted by BEREC –
with which the Italian regulator collaborates on a stable basis – and on the
occasion of a recent workshop promoted on the topic by the Euro-Mediterranean
Regulators' Group (EMERG). The main developments of the international debate
and the positions adopted over the last year by the European regulators are
summed up in the following paragraphs (Focus 6).
Focus 6 – The net neutrality principle in the international context
In recent months, the international debate on whether the responsible authorities should
adopt new rules to guarantee the open and neutral nature of the internet has been
enriched by numerous initiatives which are the subject of the following review.
In the EU sphere, in the wake of the guidelines expressed in the Commission's
Communication on an open and neutral the internet (April 2011), the BEREC has adopted
a key role during the last year, representing a driving force for the analysis of the
problems regarding net neutrality. The schedule of works for 2012 includes activities
regarding specific questions, such as: transparency, the application of minimum service
quality standards, discriminatory traffic management practices, and IP interconnection,
always with regard to the full expression of the principle of net neutrality.
In particular, in Autumn 2011, the BEREC conducted a public consultation on a proposal
of guidelines on transparency in the context of net neutrality (Draft Guidelines on
Transparency in the scope of Net neutrality: Best practices and recommended
approaches), aimed at recognising best practices and approaches to the question, judged
as most adequate relative to the interests in play. The document giving guidelines, the
implementation of which leaves the NRAs margins for adaptation to the specific national
conditions, was successively reviewed and expanded – without substantial modifications -
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on the basis of the 77 contributions received during the public consultation, the results of
which were published in December 2011.
The decision to dedicate the first examination of the BEREC on net neutrality to
transparency is due to the fact that this represents a basic condition for users to choose
between the offers featuring different service quality levels and, at the same time,
because the reduction of information differences between end users and service suppliers
is a fundamental element for maintaining the open and neutral nature of the internet. The
document reports that the achievement of the transparency objectives requires users to
be given effective information which fully satisfies the requisites of: accessibility,
understandability, comparability and accuracy. In any case, these are elements
interrelated to each other, respect for which must be designed in a manner which
guarantees, at the same time, respect for the principle of proportionality. From a general
viewpoint, the BEREC emphasises that the application of transparency must be
accompanied by conditions of effective competitiveness and the absence of barriers
hindering the passage from one operator to another. Therefore, the guidelines refer to
the ideas published on services quality and net neutrality, which deal with the question of
new powers of intervention entrusted to the NRAs, as well as the preparation of other
BEREC reports on issues regarding net neutrality, including Competition issues related to
Net Neutrality and the analysis of the IP network interconnection markets, for which the
publication of specific reports is scheduled in the second quarter of 2012.
In the absence of effective competitive conditions and the quality of the services offered
on the market, transparency alone could be insufficient to guarantee an open and neutral
the internet. In this context, the next BEREC study regarded the conditions and
procedures for the implementation of article 22 (3) of the directive on the universal
service, which assigns to the NRAs the power of fixing minimum service quality levels. In
particular, the document A framework for Quality of Service in the scope of Net neutrality
(December 2011) draws a conceptual picture of reference, indicating assessment criteria
and defining a procedure that the NRAs should follow for exercising the said regulatory
power.
During 2011, the BEREC activity also regarded wide recognition at European level –
supported by the Commission – on the existing traffic management practices. The activity
involved more than 400 operators, and it encountered wide participation on the part of
the other stakeholders, which contributed to the representation of a highly variegated
picture of sales techniques and policies used in the diverse domestic markets. The most
common are the block and/or throttling measures of the P2P traffic, on both fixed and
mobile networks, and the block of the VoIP services (especially on mobile network and
usually on the basis of specific contractual conditions). The application of these traffic
management practices at network level are normally implemented by means of the deep
packet inspection (DPI) technique. The main justifications for the use of these practices,
adopted by the operators, regard network security and integrity (for example to limit
spamming), although many of the practices described are defined as “traffic jam
management techniques”: with regard to the problems of network capacity, in any case,
most operators use an “agnostic” approach to the applications involved (active buffering),
while other use the selective techniques of specific applications, for example by limiting
video streaming. In many cases, fixed network operators simultaneously offer managed
network services for the supply of specialist services, and unmanaged services for the
supply in best effort of the other services. Among mobile operators, there is a wide
variety of band management techniques, based on maximum usage ceilings for data
traffic (data caps) and fair use clauses which, however, only fall partially within the
concept of traffic management, since they do not imply traffic discrimination.
Among national regulators, the British authority Ofcom is worthy of notice, which in
November 2011 announced its own guidelines on net neutrality publishing the report on
Ofcom’s approach to net neutrality. The BEREC conclusions state that Ofcom agrees on
the importance of ample information for consumers, both on the technical conditions of
network management, and on the adoption of block/differentiation measures, as a
necessary condition for the full creation of a competitive climate on the markets
concerned. For this purpose, Ofcom prefers the approach based on cooperation with the
ISP which, on the British market, have contributed to demonstrating the advantages
linked to self-regulation, publishing – among other things – a table with the key indicators
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for the assessment and comparison of the offers on the level of the traffic management
practices adopted, already as of July 2011 (Key Facts Indicator). However, this does not
exclude the role of a regulator required to indicate suitable criteria and methods to
guarantee transparency. With regard to safeguarding competition and users, the
document also underlines the importance, in this stage, of inquiries aimed at identifying
the operating conditions which can ensure that the managed services and those supplied
in best-effort mode coexist, since both have positive effects on the market. In particular,
the application of minimum QoS (Quality of Service) levels on all operators should be
considered only after having ascertained that traffic "prioritisation" compromises the use
of the best effort services, in as much as excessively limiting the capacity of the available
band. In the same way, although recognising the opportunity of discouraging block
measures between alternative services, and the discrimination practised by the ISP to the
detriment of the competitive services, Ofcom appears to prefer an attitude of caution, in
which the regulator, for the moment, merely monitors the evolution of the market, in as
much as the free play of the competitors could be found as sufficient in itself to neutralise
the negative effects of the aforesaid practices.
Important developments have also been recorded on the part of the French regulator,
ARCEP, which Parliament mandated to produce a report in March 2011. Also in this case,
confirming a general trend to shift the debate onto specific questions, the scope of the
inquiry was limited to the matters for further examination indicated by the BEREC:
transparency, quality of service, IP interconnection and traffic management. In
implementation of the Parliamentary mandate, ARCEP performed its work within a work
group composed of the state administrations with responsibilities for telecommunications
and consumer protection, which will present a final report next summer (2012). The
preliminary results of the inquiry, however, show that the present levels of transparency
and competitiveness on the market, albeit representing an essential condition in order to
guarantee an open and neutral the internet, are not deemed sufficient at the moment.
For that matter, the adoption of specific measures on the quality of service is envisaged,
especially the publication of quality indicators for fixed networks, which are in addition to
those introduced relative to the mobile networks, subject to publication also as regards
the measuring methods adopted. However, it is deemed too early, at this stage, to fix
minimum service quality levels, regarding which ARCEP will carry out further
examination. Similarly, monitoring measures of market trends relative to IP
interconnection are planned, since the economic and tariff models are in continuous
evolution. Lastly, ARCEP has published the results of the survey on traffic management
practices in use in its own national market, on which block measures have tended to be
reduced thanks to the competitive situation. Nevertheless, the French regulator will
continue to monitor the market and, when necessary, adopt recommendations.
In the European sphere, not only the electronic communications regulatory bodies are
concerned with matters regarding internet neutrality. On 7 October 2011 the European
Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) published an opinion regarding the Commission's
communication of 19 April 2011. The questions dealt with in the document regard
providers' traffic management techniques which could breach European regulations on the
confidentiality of communications, possibly justifying the adoption of guidelines on the
relationship between net neutrality and personal data protection. The opinion points out,
in particular, the potential negative impact of certain network management techniques on
the fundamental rights to the privacy and confidentiality of personal data, which have a
constitutional basis in the provisions of both European and national law. The opinion also
envisages the possibility that some inspection techniques used by the ISPs could conflict
with the laws already in force regarding the protection of the confidentiality of
communications and of personal data. On the basis of the analysis carried out, the
document also mentions the need to promote a wider debate on these topics, which
regard the equilibrium between fundamental rights and the adoption of guidelines for the
member states, relative to two aspects in particular: a) criteria and conditions pursuant
to which the packet inspection practices can be deemed legitimate; b) identification of the
cases in which the consent of the person concerned must be obtained, for example when
monitoring regards peer-to-peer traffic. On the basis of this initiative, the EDPS proposes
further study regarding the adoption of binding provisions which can impose the adoption
of tools for more effective protection and greater guarantees for ensuring rights. In
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particular, it points out the need to precisely identify the legal consequences of the
principle of net neutrality and, at the same time, the measures that can ensure users a
real possibility of choice, for example by means of greater transparency regarding the use
of communications monitoring techniques on the part of the ISPs.
The debate on net neutrality does not merely analyse matters regarding the protection of
competition and of consumers which can justify possible regulatory action and the
possible forms of such regulation. In the international context, in fact, there is no
shortage of proposals aimed at shifting the debate from the arena of the sector regulators
to that of the national and European legislators, albeit in a progressive and
complementary manner.
With regard to the debate within the European Union, it is worth noting the presentation
to the EU Parliament of the Network Neutrality Report: challenges and responses in the
EU and the US (26 May 2011), commissioned by the Commissions Directorate General of
the Internal Market. The report indicates that the adoption of further rules – in addition to
those already introduced with the directives of 2009 on electronic communications – is
not only unnecessary, but could even be counterproductive for the purposes of the
development of competition. Without unequivocal information from the operators on the
entity of the use of traffic management techniques or on the real effects that the traffic
differentiations can produce on the markets, the report maintains that the positive effects
of such practices, regarding the establishment of new business models and the
development of competition on the markets, must not be ignored. For that matter,
following up this initiative, the European Parliament, on 17 November 2011, approved a
resolution on "The opening and the neutrality of the Internet network in Europe" (B70572/2011) which, on the whole, recognises the importance of the policies of
transparency for protecting the principle of net neutrality, but it invited the Commission,
the BEREC and the NRAs to play an active role in maintaining the open nature of the
internet, also completing the inquiry and investigative activities mentioned in their
respective work programmes.
There is also growing attention at national level on the part of the legislative bodies to the
question of net neutrality. The first law to protect net neutrality was passed in Chile and
entered into force in May 2011. In Europe, the Dutch Parliament is the first, after lively
debate in the House, to introduce into the legislation provisions on internet neutrality.
The amendment adopted is complementary to the regulation in force regarding
telecommunications and establishes a generalised bar on network operators and ISPs
preventing them from limiting or slowing down access to applications and services on the
internet, except in certain exceptional cases justified by worthy needs of protection: (a)
to minimise congestion of the networks managed in best effort mode; (b) for the integrity
and safety of the operator's network or of the terminal used by the consumer; (c) to limit
the transmission of undesired messages and communications, if express consent is given
in advance by the user; (d) in compliance with law or court orders. When the measures
restricting access to the internet are necessary in order to stop illegal behaviour on the
part of the user, the provider must in any case inform the said user by means of a
notification message. Price discriminations based on the services or applications made
accessible by the operator are also banned. Lastly, the possibility of introducing minimum
QoS levels for internet access is allowed, in order to avoid the deterioration of the
service.

In the media markets, technological and market convergence has become
a consolidated fact, which, however, presents new problems. The national
judges in Italy and France have been called upon to establish the legitimacy of
national provisions which impose the extension of the fair remuneration charge
(the so-called "SIAE sticker") also for "multifunction" products sold by Samsung
and Apple, i.e. devices such as tablets and smartphones, which can also be used
for the recording of contents other than sound and video messages (such as
mobile telephones and PCs). In the United States a recent report published by
Strategy Analytics “US & Western Europe Connected TV Owner Survey” pointed
out the increasing use of smart TVs connected to the internet and the greater
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inclination of the United States users to exploit the internet functions of their
own television set compared to European users. In the report, the European
delay is partly ascribed to more limited legal offer of online audiovisual contents,
for example with pay services for the video-streaming of films, such as those
widely sold in the United States by the integrated Netflix offer.
More in general, in the last twelve months the national and international
debate has continued regarding copyright protection systems for audiovisual
works distributed via the internet and the tools available to promote the
development of a legal offer which can stimulate innovation and the growth of
the industry in this sector (Focus 7). In fact, the question of fair remuneration of
works reproduced via the network is only one of the issues that national
legislators and market regulators are required to face. The promotion of the
legal offer, the adoption of enforcement systems technologically able to identify
and repress the diverse forms of copyright breach which can occur on the web,
the most suitable methods for balancing these needs with other values and
fundamental rights such as freedom of expression, privacy rights and the right
to internet access, are other challenges that are increasingly brought to the
attention of the administrative authorities concerned. In Italy the Authority has
dedicated great attention to the subject, conducting two public consultations on
proposals for regulating this issue, as envisaged by Italian Legislative Decree
44/10, and it has reported to Parliament twice during the last year (see
paragraph 3.2.2.9).
Focus 7 - International copyright scenarios
In order to place Italian action within the debate in progress in the European context,
some information is given below on the main initiatives adopted during the last year
regarding copyright in Europe and in the United States.
At global level, the debate on copyright in the internet has been dominated in 2011 by
two highly controversial initiatives: the definitive adoption of and the invitation to
undersign the multilateral ACTA treatise and the presentation of two bills to the United
States Congress.
The aim of the ACTA - Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement - drawn up within the sphere
of the World Trade Organisation, is to allow for greater international cooperation on
breach of intellectual property rights and a more effective application, at international
level, of the provisions relative to this subject, in order to contrast the proliferation of
counterfeit and imitation goods, as well as services which distribute counterfeit material.
All the EU member states participated in the Agreement, as well as the European Union
as such. On 26 January 2012, a ceremony was held in Japan for the undersigning of the
Agreement. In addition to the European Union, 22 member states including Italy signed
the Agreement, while the non-EU countries (Australia, Canada, Japan, South Korea,
Morocco, New Zealand, Singapore and the United States) signed it in October 2011.
Every signatory country must provide for ratification, while the European Union will
require the approval of the European Parliament.
The Digital Millennium Copyright Act has been in force in the United States since 1998,
which introduced the notice and take down system for illicit content. On 26 October 2011
the H.R.3261 bill, entitled the Stop On-line Piracy Act (SOPA), was presented before the
Unites States House of Representatives, with the purpose of allowing United States
copyright holders to act directly to prevent the circulation of protected contents,
particularly against sites dedicated to digital piracy, even if they do not fall under
American jurisdiction, thus enabling them to prevent the research engines from inserting
such sites in their results, and preventing advertisers or payment service managers to
maintain such business relations and allowing the copyright holders to request the ISPs to
block access. The provisions also included proposals to make the repeated uploading of
contents circulated in breach of copyright laws an offence punishable by imprisonment.
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On 12 May 2011, another proposal was submitted to the American Senate for its
examination, named the Protect Ip Act, or the Preventing Real Online Threats to
Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act (PIPA). However, this did not
propose amending the laws on trademark or copyright protection, but rather the creation
of more incisive tools to fight counterfeiting, reinforcing the tools against web sites,
especially foreign web sites, with instruments similar to those envisaged by the SOPA, i.e.
orders to payment operators and advertising circuit suppliers to interrupt services to the
site reported and to research engines and the ISPs to refrain from including the site in the
research results and to apply the IP and DNS block.
In Europe, however, the approach followed by the United Kingdom, France and Spain
features the central position of the role entrusted to the administrative authorities
responsible for the fight against piracy in the internet.
In the United Kingdom, thanks to the Digital Economy Act of 2010, Ofcom must adopt a
code with implementation provisions for the execution of the provisions regarding
copyright breach. On 28 May 2010, the outline of the Ofcom code was submitted to public
consultation which was concluded on 30 July 2010, but the conclusive deeds have not yet
been published. The Digital Economy Act was the subject of a dispute before the High
Court which, on 6 March 2012, ruled that it was proportionate to its purpose.
On 1 February 2011, the responsible Department of State asked Ofcom to examine the
various technical and economic implications linked to the mechanisms which block access
to the sites, which request the English authorities fulfilled with a document made public
on 27 May 2011. The report examines the technical means by which the online circulation
of content protected by copyright can be prevented, illustrating the strong and negative
points of the options available, comparing the selective removal procedures and the
access inhibition mechanisms, the removal from the research engine results of the links
to the pages which offer such content, and the block of the domain name system, in
combination with or separately from the IP.
The most recent initiative is in Spain, with the so-called Ley Sinde, which is named after
the Minister which has proposed the bill, and which consists of the inclusion of the antipiracy legislation within the more organic framework of the "Law for a Sustainable
Economy", approved on 4 March 2011. The provision envisages streamlined procedures
which will allow the "Commission on Intellectual Property", the administrative body
instituted within the Ministry of Culture and divided into two section, to impose the ISPs
to blackout the web pages which illegally offer contents protected by copyright. The entry
into force of the law was made to depend on the issue of the relative executive
regulation, adopted on 30 December 2011 with entry into force planned for the following
March. The said Commission must assess the reports received by those who claim they
have suffered copyright breach, and if it considers a claim to be founded it will invite the
culprit to withdraw the illegal contents from the network within 48 hours. The possibility
of appealing against the request is envisaged, if relative documentary evidence is
produced. Those who make the reports can also present their arguments and the
Commission must pronounce its decision within three days. This resolution must then be
ratified by an administrative judge, who can issue an order to acquire the data of the
accused parties and the illegal internet pages, and who will finally pass resolution
confirming or rejecting the blackout. This executive regulation was recently challenged
before the Spanish Supreme Court, the consumers' association having noted the
existence of certain aspects which, according to the association, infringed the
constitutional principle of the freedom of expression online.
The approach based on the attribution of new powers on the administrative authorities,
however, is not generalised in Europe. In the Netherlands, on 11 April 2011, a bill was
presented aimed at preventing the illegal distribution of contents via the network in order
to reinforce trust in the protection of copyright and to reinforce the position of artists and
executors in contractual negotiations. For this purpose, the matter was decriminalised
and the possibility was envisaged of preventing access also to foreign sites (for national
sites, this was already possible) which make available illegal material once every attempt
at contact with the site manager has failed. This decision was pronounced in the manner
of a court order. In addition to repressive measures, the packet is divided into a series of
initiatives aimed at protecting the position of copyright holders by giving more power to
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the bodies responsible for collecting copyright royalties, the application of a taxation
system on the devices for the reproduction of contents which replaces the fair
remuneration for the private copy, the simplification of copyright agreements in order to
keep up with the innovations deriving from the right to exploit works in the internet, and
encouraging the exception of so-called fair use in order to favour the circulation of nonprofit creative contents. Also in the Netherlands, the Court of the Hague took a stand on
civil justice, issuing a provision on 11 January 2012 ordering the two main ISPs to
prevent access to "The Pirate Bay" site, which had already been the subject of a similar
decision of the Court of Cassation in Italy. The Dutch judge decided to order the ISPs to
implement the IP and DNS block on the torrent sites within ten days, on penalty of a fine
of € 10,000 for each day's lack of compliance.
Lastly, certain decisions of the European Court of Justice are worthy of note, issued
during 2011, which bring to the fore the new technological and economic problems
created by the circulation of intellectual works via electronic communication networks.
On 12 July 2011, with the L'Oreal vs. eBay decision (case C-324/09), the Court
pronounced on the vexed question of the internet provider's responsibility, interpreting
directive 2000/31/EC on electronic commerce and recognising that the manager of an
online market can use the derogations from responsibility envisaged by art. 14 of the said
directive “if it has not performed an active role which allows it to have knowledge of and
control over the memorised data”. The Court also specified that "The said manager
carries out an active role if s/he provides assistance consisting, in particular, of optimising
the presentation of the sale offers in question". However, even if the manager has not
played an active role in the above-indicated sense, s/he may not use the exoneration
from responsibility envisaged by the aforesaid provision if s/he was aware of facts or
circumstances proving the illicit nature of the sale offer in question and if s/he has not
complied with the obligation of diligence imposed on the operator to take prompt action,
in compliance with the aforesaid art. 14, paragraph 1, letter b). Lastly, the European
Court stated that art. 11 of directive 2004/48/EC, on respect for intellectual property
rights, must be interpreted in the sense that the Member States are held to guarantee
that the national judicial bodies responsible for the protection of intellectual property
rights can order the manager of an online market to adopt measures that contribute not
only to stopping the breach of such rights on the part of the users of the said market, but
also to preventing new breaches of the said law. This injunction must be effective,
proportionate, dissuasive and must not create obstacles to legitimate trade.
On 24 November 2011 the Court of Justice also pronounced on the Scarlet case and, on
16 February 2012, on the Netlog case. In both decisions, the Community Judge repeated,
primarily, that the authorities and the national judges, within the context of the measures
adopted to protect copyrights, had to guarantee a fair balance between the protection of
such rights and that of people's fundamental rights which are affected by such measures,
to then declare that it deemed that the injunction to provide filtering systems, which was
the subject matter of the dispute, implies supervision of all the electronic communications
on the network of the subject involved. This supervision would also be unlimited in time,
it would regard any future breach and petition, and not only existing works but also
future works, not yet created at the moment of the development of the said system, had
to be protected. Therefore, an injunction of this kind would cause serious infringement of
the freedom of enterprise, since it would force the operator to provide a complex, costly,
permanent information system, exclusively at its own expense, which would, for that
matter, conflict with the conditions established by art. 3, no. 1, of directive 2004/48/EC,
which rules that the measures adopted to ensure respect for intellectual property rights
must not be unnecessarily complex or costly. The Court concluded by declaring that it
deemed the injunction to provide a controversial filtering system, did not respect the
need to guarantee a fair balance between the protection of the intellectual property right,
on one hand, held by the copyright owners, and the freedom of enterprise, on the other,
also pointing out that the controversial filtering system could also prejudice the
fundamental rights of the operator's customers, or those for the protection of personal
data and the freedom to receive or communicate information within their rights.
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A selection of initiatives of a regulatory nature adopted at European and
international level, mentioned in this chapter, is given below (Table 1.10).

Table 1.10. Reports and public consultations of the European and international
institutions (2011-2012)
Author
EC
EC
EC
BEREC
BEREC
BEREC
EC
EC
EC
Eur.
Parl.
OECD
BEREC
BEREC
EC
BEREC
BEREC
BEREC
BEREC
Eur.
Parl.
RSPG

Document title
Procedures for notifying and acting on illegal content
hosted by online intermediaries (public consultation)
EU guidelines for the application of state aid rules in relation to the
rapid deployment of broadband networks (draft)
AVMS directive application (report)
Guidelines for quality of service in the scope of net neutrality (draft)
Differentiation practices and related competition issues in the scope of
net neutrality (draft)
An assessment of IP-interconnection in the context of net neutrality
(draft)
Assessing State aid for films and other audiovisual works (public
consultation)
The online distribution of audiovisual works (green paper)
EU initiative to reduce the cost of rolling out high speed
communication infrastructure in Europe (public consultation)
The online distribution of audiovisual works in the European Union
(draft)
ICT Applications for the Smart Grid: Opportunities and Policy
Implications
Report on impact of fixed-mobile substitution in market definition
(draft)
Report on special rate services (draft)
Towards an integrated European market for card, internet
and mobile payments (green paper)
Co-investment and SMP in NGA networks (draft)
Answer to the Commission’s questionnaire on non discrimination
Broadband promotion (report)
Guidelines on transparency in the scope of net neutrality:
best practices and recommended approaches
Resolution on the open internet and net neutrality in Europe

Date
June 2012
June 2012
May 2012
May 2012
May 2012
May 2012
April 2012
April 2012
April 2012
March 2012
January 2012
January 2012
January 2012
January 2012
December 2011
December 2011
December 2011
December 2011
November 2011

Opinion on review of spectrum use (public consultation)
November 2011
Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the
EC
Council on roaming on public mobile communications networks within
July 2011
the Union
Key: EC - European Commission; BEREC - Body of European Regulators for Electronic
Communications; Eur. Parl. - European Parliament; OECD - Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development; RSPG - Radio Spectrum Policy Group
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